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ABSTRACT
Isospin Dependence of Fragmentation. (December 2010)
Sarah Nicole Soisson, B.S., Stetson University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Sherry J. Yennello
Multifragmentation reactions have been used to study many of the complexities of the
nucleus. Recently, work has been done to tie observables from multifragmentation
reactions to astrophysical observables used in supernova explosions. To make this
connection, it is necessary to have a highly excited, equilibrated system. The creation
of a highly excited system is done for this dissertation by the reaction of one projectile,
32S, on three targets, 112,124Sn and natAu at 45 MeV/nucleon. The forward array
using silicon technology, FAUST, was used to collect the fragments produced from
the excited projectiles. The motivation for this study was to isotopically identify
the fragmenting source and to understand the relationship between its N/Z and the
resulting fragmentation. This can then be used to constrain theoretical models which
predict the evolution of supernova explosions.
Using an isotropically identified source, the resulting fragmentation of the pro-
jectile has been studied. It is shown that there are dependencies on the fragment
mass distribution, fragment charge distribution and source excitation energy from
the source N/Z. Looking more specifically at the fragments produced, it was found
that there is a parallel velocity anisotropy in the particle emission. This anisotropy
is found to be a direct result of the presence of an external Coulomb field. Using
DIT+SMM theoretical calculations, the anisotropy has been found to be dependent
on the distance at which the projectile breaks up from the target (external Coulomb
field). As the parallel velocity is related to the angle of emission, it is of interest
to extract out the average kinetic energy of each isotope to determine if there are
iv
differences in the average kinetic energy by the angle of emission. It is found that
the average kinetic energy is dependent on the emission angle in the quasi-projectile
frame. Because of this, care should be taken when comparing between systems to
ensure similar regions are being compared. However, the observation that the aver-
age kinetic energy changes as a function of the emission angle is not dependent on
the presence of an external Coulomb field. Using DIT+SMM calculations, the differ-
ences between the average kinetic energy from different angles of emission are seen
even when no external Coulomb field is present. These changes are attributed to the
angular momentum. In all cases, a statistical framework, supplied by DIT+SMM cal-
culations, can explain many phenomena seen from a fragmenting nucleus. However,
the accuracy of the model varies when moving from a neutron-poor to a neutron-rich
source.
vTo my best friend.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the past several decades, multifragmentation reactions have been used to study
many of the complexities of the nucleus [1–37]. Recently, work has been done to tie
observables from multifragmentation reactions to astrophysical observables used in
supernova explosions [38]. To make this connection experimentally, it is necessary
to have a highly excited, equilibrated system. Type II supernova explosions are
described by having a huge energy release of several tens of MeV/nucleon and can
exhibit statistical equilibrium behavior [39, 40]. These conditions can be easily met
by using multifragmentation reactions.
The study of nuclear multifragmentation provides a rich environment for study-
ing hot nuclei in environments surrounded by other nucleons and nuclei, which mimic
a supernova interior [41]. It has been demonstrated that the concept of an equili-
brated source can be used to explain violent multifragmentation reactions [37]. In
other words, multifragmentation reactions create a highly excited system that ex-
hibits equilibrium properties. This allows one to extract properties of hot nuclei in
environments with other nuclear species. The extracted information can possibly be
used to constrain parameters for more realistic calculations of the nuclear composition
of stellar matter. There are many different types of reactions that can lead to multi-
fragmentation. Broadly these can be divided into two different categories: light-ion
and heavy-ion reactions. In light-ion-induced reactions, projectiles are 4He, protons
and lighter, more exotic, particles such as pions or anti-protons [11–13, 32, 33]. In
these reactions, the target (or compound system) is the source of the fragments as
The journal model is Physical Review C.
2the projectile mass is small in comparison. For fragmentation to occur these reac-
tions must have a small impact parameter, b, and the beam energy needs to be large
enough to ensure that a sufficient deposition of energy into the target nucleus occurs.
The energy dissipation in these reactions occurs by nucleon-nucleon scattering. Once
the nuclear matter is excited, it begins to expand from internal pressure. From here
it is theorized that as the system cools, the system may pass through regions which
allow the system to fragment, for example a liquid-gas phase transition or spinodal
regions. Heavy-ion induced reactions (where the projectile has Z > 2) can be further
classified by impact parameter, b, and projectile energy. The following descriptions
will follow an impact parameter dependence and as necessary will describe the energy
dependence at the impact parameters.
Reactions at the smallest impact parameters are known as central heavy-ion
collisions. In these collisions, the projectile needs to have a kinetic energy large
enough to overcome the Coulomb barrier between the target nucleus and itself. When
the barrier is overcome, a compound nucleus is formed. At the lowest beam energy
needed for formation, the compound nucleus is left in an excited state. The excited
state is achieved from the conversion of the kinetic energy from the projectile to the
internal energy of the compound system. When the target or compound nucleus is
excited, it can undergo fission processes, single particle (n, α, etc.) decay, sequential
binary decay, or, at high enough excitation energies, multifragmentation.
Increasing the impact parameter from central collisions to more peripheral re-
actions, there is a dependence on the excitation energy. At low energies in this
regime, the time of contact is fairly long and allows for greater interaction between
the projectile and target. The projectile and target will interact in an overlap region,
rotate around each other and then separate into a projectile-like-fragment (PLF) and
a target-like-fragment (TLF). During the interaction time, a portion of the kinetic
3energy from the projectile is redistributed into the excitation of the PLF and TLF
through nucleon transfers and nucleon-nucleon collisions. Both the PLF and TLF are
sources that produce fragments which may or may not be detected. When moving to
higher energies at these impact parameters, the interaction between the target and
projectile happens on very short time scales and three distinct regions of nucleons can
be distinguished. The first region, known as a participant region, is where nucleons
from the target and projectile overlap and interact. Those in the other two regions
are known as target and projectile spectators. The participant region is highly ex-
cited from nucleon collisions and compressional heating [16, 17, 34, 35]. This type of
reaction mechanism tends to occur well over the Fermi energy region [42].
Moving to even greater impact parameters, where there is less overlap between
the target and projectile, peripheral interactions can occur. In many of these collisions
very few nucleon-nucleon collisions and transfer of nucleons between the projectile and
target occur. When the projectile energy is sufficiently large, the nucleon-nucleon
collisions transfer enough energy to allow fragmentation to occur. Much work has
been done in this regime to study the fragmentation of excited projectiles [4,5,12–15].
At the largest impact parameters elastic and inelastic reactions occur. However,
these reactions tend to not induce fragmentation. In elastic reactions, only the trajec-
tory of the projectile is changed and no energy goes into the excitation of the target
or projectile. For the inelastic reactions, the projectile kinetic energy can go into the
excitation of the target and projectile. However, the energy dissipated is low and the
probability for fragmentation is low. Regardless of the reaction pathways described
above, there have been two classes of theoretical approaches to describe fragmentation
of excited nuclei: dynamical and statistical theories.
The first methods used to attempt to describe a fragmenting system were to
fit the data from low energy reactions where a well-defined source in both chemical
4and thermal equilibrium could be identified. When these conditions are met, the
dynamics of the system prior to equilibration has no effect on the distribution of
fragments and only an excited source in equilibrium needs to be assumed to perform
calculations. However, as one increases the beam energy, reaching an equilibrium
state becomes unlikely. If equilibrium conditions are not met, a dependence on the
entrance channel may been seen in the excited system. To address this, dynamical
theories were developed which treat the colliding nuclei in a time-dependent manner.
A first attempt at describing nuclear collisions was done with the intranuclear
cascade (INC) model. This model describes hadron-nucleus collisions [43]. This
model originally attempted to treat the multiple collision processes while ignoring
any nucleon-nucleon correlations and the nuclear mean field. Moving to heavy-ion
collisions [44, 45], the projectile and target are initially treated as cold Fermi gases
in their respective potential wells. The only quantum mechanical concept that is
included in this model is the Pauli principle. To arrive at highly excited nuclei, the
resonant states of the nucleons are produced through nucleon-nucleon scattering.
As mentioned above, if the chemical and thermal equilibrium of a system can be
obtained, then the system can be treated statistically. There are two main categories
of statistical decay: sequential binary and the simultaneous break-up of the excited
nucleus. In sequential binary decay, the excited nucleus is allowed to go through
several binary decays that are independent of each other. This theory assumes that
there is a long time-scale for fragmentation. The theoretical code GEMINI [36] is a
well known code which is based on this type of decay.
The simultaneous break-up of the excited nucleus provides a second type of
model. In these models, the fragments are assumed to form in a volume (or density)
which approximates the volume or density of the excited system. After this main
partitioning occurs, which can have many fragments, it is possible that the fragments
5produced could have enough energy to undergo a secondary decay into even smaller
fragments. An often used example of this type of decay is the statistical multifrag-
mentation model (SMM) [37]. Of course for GEMINI and SMM, the system must be
in equilibrium before it begins to decay. If the assumption of equilibrium cannot be
made, dynamical model calculations must be used.
The deep inelastic transfer (DIT) code was developed to describe damped nuclear
collisions in the presence of the mean field at low energies. The DIT model depends
on the mass transport of nuclear collisions [46]. As two nuclei collide at relatively
large impact parameters, a window is opened which allows for the exchange of linear
and angular momentum, mass, charge, and energy. The opening of the window
is dependent on the potential barriers of the target and projectile. Independent
stochastic transfer of nucleons leads to the energy transfer and fluctuations, which in
turns leads to an excited quasi-projectile and quasi-target. DIT lacks treatment of
nucleon-nucleon collisions even though it does include the nuclear mean-field.
Other dynamical models are appropriate for describing intermediate heavy-ion
collisions. In these models the mean-field is used to describe the nuclear potential and
collision terms for interacting nucleons. Codes that use this approach are BUU [47–
49], LV [50], and BNV [41,51]. More sophisticated codes which include the dependence
on isospin have been attempted in [19]. More complete models such as QMD, based
on quantum molecular dynamics have also been used to describe intermediate energy
heavy-ion collisions [52, 53]. This method uses a wave packet description of nucleons
moving in the mean field to model the nucleon collisions and includes clusterization to
produce fragments [9, 54]. Current state-of-the-art implementation of these methods
are based on the AMD model by A. Ono [55].
It is also worthy to note that several hybrid models exist. They incorporate one
or more of the above described methods to describe the various portions of a nuclear
6collision. An example would be DIT+SMM. The DIT is used to describe the collision
of the projectile and target. It produces hot nuclei which are then de-excited by the
SMM model. This framework will be used throughout this work.
To understand the fragmentation process and expand our understanding of su-
pernova explosions, theoretical models need to accurately predict experimental ob-
servables. This desire has lead to complex theoretical models and detector systems to
study a diversity of nuclear reactions. To help constrain many of the parameters in
the theoretical calculations a variety of multifragmentation reactions have been used.
However, it is common to use very neutron-rich reactions which lead to neutron-rich
sources [56–59]. This neglects trends which could be unique for neutron-poor sources
that will not dominate in neutron-rich reactions. Also, these studies are done with
very large nuclei. The treatment of very large nuclei proves difficult if a single, well
defined source is desired [60,61]. Usually these large, neutron-rich nucleus-nucleus re-
actions give a wide range of masses which cannot be definitively resolved. This leads
to average behaviors which may mask N/Z dependencies that exist in experimental
observables.
Specifically in supernova calculations, the Equation of State (EOS) has been
under investigation for over 25 years. Many modern day calculations still use one
of the first EOS created [62–64]. For an accurate EOS, both light and heavy nuclei
in statistical equilibrium need to exist to create a complete ensemble, but many
calculations replace the ensemble with an “average” nucleus. This assumption was
also used within a mean-field approach to the EOS [65]. Unfortunately, this method
is not sufficient for the complete treatment of supernova processes [47, 66–68]. It
is believed that this approximation distorts the true statistical ensemble in many
cases [69]. Recent theoretical work has attempted to correct some of the deficiencies
within a statistical framework [47,66,68]. In these expanded calculations an ensemble
7with different nuclear species is used, but the partition sum includes only nuclei in
long lived states known from terrestrial experiments. Also, for unknown neutron-rich
hot nuclei, only properties of cold and slightly excited isolated nuclei are used.
The work presented here attempts to study some of the limitations in previous
works. Three systems were chosen where the same projectile is reacted on three
separate targets: 32S + 112,124Sn, natAu at 45 MeV/nucleon. These experiments were
performed at the Cyclotron Institute at Texas A&M University using the FAUST
detector.
These reactions use a relatively small projectile on a comparatively large target.
This allows for more peripheral reactions, where the projectile interacts with the
target at large impact parameters, to be isolated from more central collisions. The
FAUST array allows for the identification of the Z and A of each fragment in an event.
This presents the ability to reconstruct the emitting source and know its Z and A
with a high degree of accuracy. Once a source (Z,A) is identified, further analysis
is done which definitively shows that the source N/Z does influence experimental
observables.
In an attempt to understand this N/Z dependence and the physical mechanism
of the fragmentation of a nucleus, the experimental data is compared with a hybrid
model. The initial stage of the interaction, which produces an excited quasi-projectile,
uses the deep inelastic transfer (DIT) model [10]. A statistical equilibrium is assumed
and the output of DIT becomes the input for the statistical multifragmentation model
(SMM) [37]. The results presented in this work can pave the way to a better refine-
ment in our theoretical understanding of fragmenting nuclei as well as constraining
supernova calculations.
8CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL
The Forward Array Using Silicon Technology (FAUST) [70] consists of 68 Si-CsI(Tl)
detector telescopes arranged in 5 concentric rings, A-E, which are squares projected
on a sphere. Each Si-CsI(Tl) telescope is comprised of an edge mounted 2 x 2 cm, 300
µm silicon detector followed by a CsI(Tl) crystal. In rings A-D, the CsI(Tl) crystals
are 3 cm in length and in ring E the CsI(Tl) crystals are 2.26 cm in length. This
arrangement allows for the FAUST array to cover 1.64◦ to 44.84◦ in the laboratory
frame. Table I provides detailed information about the detector numbers and angular
range in each ring. FAUST provides 90% coverage from 2.31◦ to 33.63◦, 71% from
1.64◦ to 2.31◦ and 25% from 33.63◦ to 44.85◦. The cross section of FAUST is shown in
Figure 1. This design allows for the inactive area of a ring to be blocked by the active
area of the ring in front to maximize the angular coverage. Mylar shielding is also
placed in front of the rings of FAUST. Mylar of thickness of 0.833 mg/cm3 is placed
in front of ring E, 2.535 mg/cm3 in front of ring C, and 4.778 mg/cm3 in front of ring
A. Ring E mylar was misaligned which caused ring D and ring B to have a double
set of calibration points. In ring D, a spectrum for particles that passed through no
mylar and those that passed through ring E mylar was seen. In ring B, a spectrum
for particles that passed through ring C mylar and for particles that passed through
both ring C and ring E mylar was seen.
Experimental data was taken at Texas A&M University using beams produced
by the K500 Superconducting Cyclotron housed in the Cyclotron Institute. The
beam used was 45 MeV/nucleon 32S in a 13+ charge state. The targets chosen were
112,124Sn and natAu of thickness (purity) 1.15 mg/cm2 (99.8%), 1.01 mg/cm2 (97.2%),
and 1.28 mg/cm2 (100%) respectively. The beam current varied between 20−100 nA
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TABLE I.: The detector number range and the angular range of each ring in FAUST.
Ring Detector Numbers Angle Range
A 1− 8 1.64◦ - 6.36◦
B 9− 20 4.60◦ - 12.28◦
C 21− 36 8.84◦ - 19.73◦
D 37− 52 14.30◦ - 30.77◦
E 53− 68 22.63◦ - 44.84◦
throughout the course of the experiment.
A. Electronics
The electronic signal analysis will be addressed in two sections: the silicon signals
and the CsI(Tl) signals. Schematic representation of the electronic and triggering
logic can be found in Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4. A description of the modules
used is given in Table II.
TABLE II.: Alphabetical list of electronic components used by FAUST.
Electronics Module Desciption
CAEN C257 Scaler A single-wide CAMAC module that provides 16 in-
dependent 24-bit counting channels [71].
CAEN N568B Amplifier A single-wide NIM Spectroscopy Amplifier that
provides 16 low-noise channels [72].
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Table II continued
Electronics Module Description
CBD 8210 A single-wide VME module which is a CAMAC
branch driver. This module allows for a CAMAC
branch to be driven from VME [73].
FAUST AC Coupler
(Custom Design)
A single-wide NIM module that insures that each
NIM signal input is output with only the AC com-
ponent while the DC component is blocked.
FAUST Amplifier (Cus-
tom Design)
A custom-built NIM shaping/timing amplifier with
16-pin header input and output. There are 4 chan-
nels per module.
LeCroy 222 Dual Gate
Generator
A single-wide NIM module which gives an ad-
justable width prompt or delayed gate [74].
LeCroy 628 Weighted Fan
I/O
A single-wide NIM module that allows an analog
or logic signal to be combined or split.
LeCroy 3377 TDC A single-wide CAMAC module that has 32 input
channels for time to digital conversion. It has a high
speed ECL port for fast readout. Ran in common
stop mode. [75].
LeCroy 3420 CFD A single-wide CAMAC module which produces
logic pulses when the input signal is larger than
a given threshold [76].
LeCroy 429A Logic
FI/FO
A single-wide NIM module with 4 logic inputs.
Each logic input can be output as 2 complemen-
tary logic outputs [77].
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Table II continued
Electronics Module Description
LeCroy 4434 Scaler A single-wide CAMAC module which has an ECL
level input [78].
LeCroy 4448 Coincidence
Register
A single-wide CAMAC module that gives a logical
data level when the inputs is in coincidence with a
common fast gate output [78].
LeCroy 4616 ECL-NIM-
ECL
A single-wide NIM module that converts ECL to
NIM signals or NIM to ECL signals. For each ECL
input, three NIM and one ECL outputs are ob-
tained. When one NIM signal is input, one ECL
output is given [79].
LeCroy 623B Octal Dis-
criminator
A single-wide NIM module that provides a logic
pulse when an analog input exceeds a user set
threshold [80].
Ortec Model RD 2000
Rate Divider
A single-wide NIM module that accepts a fast NIM
input signal. The output signal is 1/n whose rate
corresponds to the input signal rate divided by the
set division factor ‘n’ [81].
Phillips Model 754 Octal
4 fold logic unit
A single-wide NIM logic unit. It contains 4 channels
of 4 input logic with veto [82].
Phillips Model
7164/7164H ADC
A 16 channel CAMAC module which converts ana-
log signals to digital signals [83]. Model 6164 has
16 lemo inputs while 7154H has a 32 pin header
input.
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Table II continued
Electronics Module Description
Tennelec TC 455 Quad
CFD
A single-wide NIM constant fraction discriminator
with four independent channels [84].
Zepto Systems Pre-
Amplifier
A pre-amplification chip which increases the pulse
height of the input signal [85].
The silicon signals first are amplified by a Zepto system pre-amplifier [86]. The
amplification was chosen ring by ring depending on the maximum signal height. The
signal was chosen to be bipolar. These gains are provided in Table III. From the pre-
amplifier the signal continues to the FAUST timing/shaping amplifier, with shaping
time of 0.5 ms, which outputs a slow and a fast signal. The slow signal proceeds
directly to the Phillips 7164/7164H ADC for collection by the computer. The fast
signal goes to a LeCroy 3420 CFD to be processed into the main trigger. Please see
Figure 2 for the electronics diagram for the Si signal processing.
For Ring A, the CsI(Tl) signals are first amplified by a Zepto systems 15 mV/MeV
pre-amplifier. For Rings B-D, the CsI(Tl) signals were sent to a low noise InterFET
N-JFET IFPA300 charge sensitive preamplifier. After the pre-amplifier, each signal
continues to the FAUST timing/shaping amplifier with a 0.5 ms shaping time. A bipo-
lar, slow signal is then sent to the Phillips 7164 ADC for collection by the computer.
Please see Figure 3 for the electronics diagram for the CsI(Tl) signal processing.
To construct the trigger, the fast silicon signal that is generated by the FAUST
amplifier is used. Each channel that is above a threshold signal is first sent to a LeCroy
3420 CFD. Each channel, above threshold, is recorded by a LeCroy 4434 Scaler, a
14
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LeCroy 4448 Coincidence Register, and a LeCroy 3377 TDC. The TDC was set in
common start mode. From the LeCroy 3420 CFD, 2 signals are produced, a “mult”
and an “or”. The “or” NIM logic signal is sent to a LeCroy 429A Logic Fan I/O to
generate a multiplicity 1 signal. This multiplicity 1 signal from the LeCroy 429A Logic
Fan I/O is sent on 3 different paths. The first goes to a Caen C257 Scaler to provide
a multiplicity 1 scaler into the computer. The second path is to send the multiplicity
1 signal to a LeCroy 623B discriminator which generates the live multiplicity 1 signal
in conjunction with the computer busy. The live multiplicity 1 signal is then sent to
the Caen C257 Scaler. This is to determine how many multiplicity 1 events make it
through the trigger gate and to the computer. The third path sends the multiplicity
1 signal to the EG & G RD 2000 Rate divider for downscaling.
Throughout the course of the experiment the downscale was set at 25. This
downscale allows only 1 for every 25 multiplicity one events to be recorded by the
computer. The second output from the CFD is the “mult” signal. It is a NIM signal
with is 35 mV in height. Each ring has one CFD. To ensure that the “mult” signals
have a common baseline, the signal is passed through the FAUST AC Coupler. From
the FAUST AC Coupler the signals are combined in a LeCroy 628 Weighted Fan I/O
to generate a total multiplicity signal. This total multiplicity signal then is sent to a
Tennelec TD 455 Quad CFD where a multiplicity greater than 2 cut is made. This
multiplicity greater than 2 is sent directly to the Caen C257 Scaler and to the Lecroy
623B Discriminator. The downscaled multiplicity 1 from the EG & G Rate Divider
RD 2000 and the multiplicity greater than 2 signals are combined in a LeCroy 429A
Logic Fan I/O to generate the master gate.
A computer busy signal, or veto, is needed to create the master gate live signal.
This busy signal was generated by the CBD 8210 Event Trigger module. This signal
is then converted to a NIM signal through a LeCroy 4616 ECL-NIM-ECL module. A
18
TABLE III.: Silicon pre-amplifier gains
Ring Pre-Amplifier gain
A 5 mV/MeV
B 5 mV/MeV
C 5 mV/MeV
D 15 mV/MeV
E 15 mV/MeV
LeCroy 429A Logic Fan I/O generates multiple busy vetoes. The master gate and a
computer veto are sent to a Phillips 754 Logic Unit to generate a master gate live.
This master gate live signal is sent to a LeCroy 222 Dual Gate Generator to create
a signal gate for the Phillips 7164/7164H ADC’s. The ADCs, Coincidence Registers,
TDCs, and the scalers are read by the computer to generate the data stream. The
transport manager, developed by K. Hagel, allows for the computer to read the data
provided by the CAMAC crates, generate a data stream and write the data to disk
for further analysis. The analysis manager, also developed by K. Hagel, allows for
real-time access of the data stream. Each detector, scaler and telescope is monitored
separately through the analysis manager in real time to determine if the experiment
is progressing smoothly.
B. Particle Identification
Particle identification was done using a linearization method that employed the point-
to-curve algorithm [87]. First, elemental lines are drawn using user picked points on
a two dimensional Si channel vs. CsI(Tl) channel plot. The elemental lines are drawn
19
on the most intense isotope in a given elemental line. They are typically drawn
with ≈ 20 − 30 user picked points. If one isotope in a given elemental line is not
distinguishable over the others, the line was drawn on the lower edge of the elemental
line. For each user chosen line, a large number of computer generated points, usually
70, are placed along the user chosen line at a given interval. The interval is determined
by the length of the line from the first user chosen point to the last user chosen point
divided by the number of computer generated points the user wishes.
In Figure 5 one can see the computer generated points laid on top of the user
chosen line. The number of points is defined for each detector to allow for variation
in the detector gain and saturation in the silicon. Very large or very small gain will
necessitate less or more points respectively to allow for a good point-to-curve distance
to be found with no anomalies. Each user picked line was broken into regions where
a 2nd or 3rd degree polynomial was fit. An odd number of points was chosen for the
region. The number of points is user defined, but usually consisted of 7 points. To
define the 7 point region, each computer generated point is defined to be the center
of the 7 point region. The 7 points are then fit with a polynomial. This polynomial
is stored for later use and referenced by the point which generated it. For the first
7 points a different procedure was used. The first point was the end point of its
associated polynomial. For points 2 − 4, the associated polynomial was constructed
as if the points were the second point in the fit. At the high energy tail, a linear line
was fit to the last 7 points. Figure 6 shows the overlying polynomials constructed
from the spline fitting of the 7 points. The polynomial constructed from each spline
fit is shown and has a different color. As shown, the polynomials lie on top of one
another and trace the shape of the elemental line.
For each particle recorded, its Si channel and CsI(Tl) channel are compared to
each elemental line drawn to determine which two chosen lines the point falls between.
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FIG. 5.: Silicon channel vs. CsI(Tl) channel plot with the computer generated points.
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FIG. 6.: Si channel vs. CsI(Tl) channel with the polynomial fits. Each color along
an elemental band represents an individual spline fit.
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To determine which lines the particle falls between, the coordinates of the particle are
compared to each computer generated point to determine the closest point. Once the
closest point has been determined, the corresponding polynomial as defined above is
used to find the closest point within the polynomial region using the point-to-curve
algorithm [87]. An example of this method is given in Figure 7. The black star in
Figure 7 corresponds to a given charged particle. The red lines extending from the
black star show the closest point to the given polynomials.
Each user picked line is adjusted, and the procedure above is repeated, until the
resulting linearized Z vs. CsI(Tl) plot yields a linear relationship. This relationship is
shown in Figure 8. The curvature along the lower edge of the bands at high Z values
corresponds to the elemental band not reaching the y-axis on the Si vs. CsI(Tl) plot
as it deposits enough energy in the silicon to not register within the range of the
ADC.
Once straight lines are achieved as illustrated in Figure 8, a one dimensional
projection of the x-axis is generated as shown in Figure 9. Zooming in on each Z
band, the isotopes of a given Z are determined by fitting Gaussians to the resulting
peaks. An example is given in Figure 10. For Be (Z = 4), Gaussian 1, which defines
9Be, is blue and Gaussian 2, which defines 10Be, is in green. For the region represented
in Figure 10, all particles that are between the two red lines are identified as Z = 4,
Be. To assign an isotopic identity, a vertical line is defined where Gaussian 1 and
Gaussian 2 intersect. To the left of this line is the isotope identified as 9Be and to
the right of this line, the isotope is identified as 10Be. On the left side of our vertical
line shown in Figure 10(b), we look at the Gaussian 1 (blue) in relation to Gaussian 2
(green). A second point is defined where Gaussian 2 (green) is only 5% of the height of
Gaussian 1 (blue). This point is represented by a dashed line. Anything to the left of
this dashed line is defined as 9Be and anything between the dashed line and the solid
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FIG. 7.: Silicon channel vs. CsI(Tl) channel plot illustrating the procedure used to
define the two closest lines for a given point. The black star represents a given point
(charged particle). Each yellow star is a computer generated point which represents
the user chosen elemental lines. The closest polynomials are shown in red, overlapping
with the computer chosen points. The extension of these polynomials is represented
by black lines. These extensions do not follow the curvature of the computer generated
lines demonstrating the necessity of having multiple polynomials for different ranges
of the elemental lines. The thin red lines extending from the black star show the
closest distance on each of the polynomials.
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FIG. 8.: An example of a linearized Z vs. CsI(Tl) channel plot. The linearized Z on
the x-axis corresponds to the silicon axis on the Si vs. CsI(Tl) plots. The curvature
at high Z values correspond to the elemental band not reaching the y-axis on the Si
vs. CsI(Tl) plot as it deposits enough energy in the silicon to not register within the
range of the ADC.
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FIG. 9.: Projected results of the linearization procedure. The top panel shows the
Z = 1− 2 region while the bottom pane shows the Z = 3− 8 region for detector 26.
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FIG. 10.: Example of particle identification using Gaussians. a)Gaussians used for
particle identification. Blue, Gaussian 1, is for 9Be and green, Gaussian 2, is for
10Be. The solid vertical line is the division between the two isotopes as defined by
the point where Gaussian 1 and Gaussian 2 cross. b) Same definitions as in (a). The
dotted vertical line is the divisions created when Gaussian 2 is only 5% the height
of Gaussian 1. Within the range presented in this figure, the red lines represent the
outer limits within which an element is defined.
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line is defined as 9Be but is flagged as a negative A, to represent that we do not meet
at 95% confidence in the identification of the isotope for that region. To eliminate
noise between the elements and isolated isotopes (ex. 7Be) upper and lower limits are
imposed on the element/isotope range. These limits are user chosen to be the point
where the Gaussian visually begins to become greater than the baseline (which may
or may not be zero). This prescription is repeated for every isotope/element identified
in a given detector. For elements where there is no isotopic bands/Gaussians visible,
the isotope that is the most naturally abundant is assigned and is flagged as negative.
Once the particle is identified, its energy is calibrated.
Table IV shows the effect of the confidence cut described above for select iso-
topes. This table represents the percentage of those isotopes which meet the 95%
identification confidence out of those which are generally identified as the isotope. It
also includes the percentage as a function of center-of-mass angle. While every value
is different, and there appears to be no systematic trend, it is suggested that the
following things be kept in mind when evaluating the validity of this method. The
overlap of the identification Gaussians is dependent on the two isotopes in question.
For those which are the most neutron-poor and neutron-rich isotopes (ex. 11C and
14C) there is only one overlapping Gaussian which causes contamination from the
adjacent isotope. If there is both a neutron-poor and neutron-rich adjacent isotopes
to the one in question (ex, 12C), there are two sources of contamination. Also, the
perceived contamination is also a function of the Gaussian overlap. Gaussians which
have a small height (or large width) in comparison to an adjacent one, have the poten-
tial to have more overlap and thus contamination from the larger (or wider) Gaussian.
Also the reader is reminded that if isotopic identification could not be achieved for
a given element, the entire element band was labeled as the most probable isotope
based on natural abundances and flagged as negative. This effect is large for oxygen
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and is seen with the low percentage of identified isotopes for 16O.
TABLE IV.: The isotopic yield before and after a 95% confidence cut. The values
represent the isotopically identified isotope with a 95% confidence as a percentage
of those identified using the method described in text. The first column is for all
center-of-mass angles, while the following four columns are for center-of-mass angles
in 45◦ increments.
Isotope all θ (%) 0◦ − 45◦ (%) 45◦ − 90◦(%) 90◦ − 135◦(%) 135◦ − 180◦(%)
3He 55.73± 0.05 49.71± 0.09 58.29± 0.08 58.94± 0.08 49.12± 0.12
4He 66.05± 0.02 66.90± 0.04 67.88± 0.03 66.69± 0.03 61.90± 0.03
6He 54.22± 0.13 58.02± 0.45 54.54± 0.25 54.00± 0.20 52.80± 0.26
6Li 63.50± 0.08 62.34± 0.18 65.67± 0.16 64.47± 0.15 59.65± 0.19
7Li 56.21± 0.07 55.90± 0.14 56.77± 0.12 57.19± 0.12 54.07± 0.15
8Li 47.82± 0.11 39.80± 0.29 47.40± 0.21 51.07± 0.17 45.88± 0.22
7Be 70.58± 0.14 72.57± 0.28 72.83± 0.25 69.27± 0.24 65.26± 0.35
9Be 61.10± 0.14 60.72± 0.32 62.64± 0.28 62.01± 0.25 57.99± 0.30
10Be 55.95± 0.19 54.88± 0.43 58.41± 0.37 57.42± 0.32 50.63± 0.40
10B 58.67± 0.14 56.68± 0.28 91.00± 0.27 59.90± 0.26 55.50± 0.32
11B 58.03± 0.11 56.34± 0.24 59.48± 0.22 59.16± 0.21 55.96± 0.26
12B 44.15± 0.26 41.68± 0.56 46.48± 0.52 46.49± 0.45 39.37± 0.55
11C 49.77± 0.19 47.58± 0.33 52.30± 0.35 51.71± 0.38 45.62± 0.47
12C 46.70± 0.09 44.43± 0.17 49.73± 0.18 45.56± 0.17 47.17± 0.24
13C 45.32± 0.13 43.09± 0.24 46.69± 0.24 46.56± 0.25 44.47± 0.30
14C 43.52± 0.22 42.43± 0.44 45.72± 0.43 45.62± 0.43 37.84± 0.49
13N 39.67± 0.32 37.32± 0.56 42.80± 0.62 42.37± 0.70 34.18± 0.75
14N 26.15± 0.09 24.52± 0.15 28.88± 0.17 24.36± 0.16 27.44± 0.23
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Table IV continued
Isotope all θ(%) 0◦ − 45◦ (%) 45◦ − 90◦(%) 90◦ − 135◦(%) 135◦ − 180◦(%)
15N 53.46± 0.16 51.95± 0.31 53.82± 0.29 54.43± 0.32 53.72± 0.40
16N 37.39± 0.35 36.47± 0.68 39.16± 0.64 39.34± 0.72 32.43± 0.79
15O 55.45± 0.47 55.42± 0.86 55.54± 0.81 55.01± 0.97 56.13± 1.33
16O 14.94± 0.05 12.16± 0.08 16.78± 0.10 16.95± 0.12 14.40± 0.14
17O 33.16± 0.27 32.92± 0.51 33.55± 0.46 33.81± 0.54 31.48± 0.69
18O 34.95± 0.41 34.76± 0.79 35.46± 0.73 35.07± 0.81 28.97± 0.96
C. Energy Calibration
1. Silicon Calibration
At the beginning, middle, and end of the experiment a 228Th α source was placed in
front of FAUST. This allowed for known low energy peaks to be detected in the silicon
detectors. These α peaks, along with punch-in values for higher elements and beam
spots in forward angles allowed for each silicon detector to be energy calibrated. A
punch-in is defined as the point where a given particle has enough energy to completely
pass through the silicon detector and is first seen, or “punched-in” to the CsI(Tl).
The values for the punch-in points was taken from the Orsay tables [88]. Although
the average silicon detector is 300 µm in thickness, the actual thickness was used for
each individual silicon detector for calculating the punch-in value. Table V provides
the α energy peaks used for the experiment along with their values after a given
thickness of mylar.
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TABLE V.: 228Th α energy peaks. For each of the six peaks, the original energy plus
the energy after a given thickness of mylar is shown.
Energy (MeV) after given thickness of mylar
peak E (MeV) 0.833 mg/cm3 2.535 mg/cm3 3.368 mg/cm3 4.778 mg/cm3
1 5.423 4.703 2.801 1.947 –
2 5.686 4.995 3.260 2.457 –
3 6.051 5.390 3.774 3.095 –
4 6.288 5.648 4.078 3.475 1.208
5 6.778 6.174 4.719 4.201 2.372
6 8.784 8.281 7.171 6.861 5.604
TABLE VI.: The detector number, silicon thickness and the values used for calibra-
tion of the silicon detector. Please see Table V to reference the peak number to the
energy value seen in the silicon detector. Please see text for mylar discussion. Detec-
tors listed as NA are those with no signal or an unusable signal while those listed as
silicon saturated are discussed separately.
Detector
#
Thickness
(µm)
Points Used in Silicon Calibration
1 310 peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
2 310 peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
3 311 peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
4 306 NA
5 311 4He, 7Li, 9Be, 11B, 12C,14N, 16O, 20Ne
6 311 peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
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Table VI continued
Detector
#
Thickness
(µm)
Points Used in Silicon Calibration
7 307 peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
8 311 peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
9 306 NA
10 311 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
11 301 NA
12 305 silicon saturated
13 304 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
14 304 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
15 311 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
16 304 NA
17 312 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
18 301 peak1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
19 306 peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
20 306 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, beam spot
21 311 silicon saturated
22 313 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, peak 6 no mylar,
4He, 7Li
23 308 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, peak 6 C+E mylar
24 301 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
25 301 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
26 298 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6 C + E mylar,
peak6 C mylar
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Table VI continued
Detector
#
Thickness
(µm)
Points Used in Silicon Calibration
27 301 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6 C + E mylar,
peak6 C mylar
28 306 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6 C + E mylar,
peak6 C mylar
29 311 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 11B
30 311 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 11B
31 305 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
32 311 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 11B, 12C
33 308 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 12C
34 310 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 12C
35 311 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 11B
36 307 NA
37 298 silicon saturated
38 298 silicon saturated
39 298 silicon saturated
40 298 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
41 298 NA
42 306 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
43 306 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
44 298 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
45 310 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
46 300 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
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Table VI continued
Detector
#
Thickness
(µm)
Points Used in Silicon Calibration
47 306 silicon saturated
48 306 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
49 308 peak 1, peak 2, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
50 300 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6, 9Be
51 300 peak 1, peak 2, peak 3, peak 4, peak 5, peak 6
52 300 peak 1, peak 2, peak 5, peak 6 w/mylar & peak 1, peak 4,
peak 5, peak 6 no mylar
53 311 silicon saturated
54 311 silicon saturated
55 302 silicon saturated
56 311 silicon saturated
57 298 NA
58 298 silicon saturated
59 306 silicon saturated
60 310 silicon saturated
61 298 silicon saturated
62 306 silicon saturated
63 298 silicon saturated
64 302 silicon saturated
65 302 silicon saturated
66 302 silicon saturated
67 301 silicon saturated
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Table VI continued
Detector
#
Thickness
(µm)
Points Used in Silicon Calibration
68 301 NA
Table VI provides the detector number, silicon thickness, and values that were
used for silicon calibration (α energy peaks, beam spot and/or element Si punch-
through). Please reference Table V for the peak number and its energy value seen in
the silicon detector. Some silicon detectors experienced saturation in the signal which
needed to be unfolded. Discussion of this will occur in the next section. Detectors
that had no signal or have an unusable signal are marked as NA.
When measuring particle types that are similar in size, such as protons and
alphas, a silicon detector responds linearly when relating the deposited energy and
the pulse height. To have an energy calibration be as precise as possible, it is always
best to calibrate the detector with the given radiation type(s) such as gammas, light
charged particles, heavy elements, etc. [89] This is the reasoning for the variety of
types of points used in the silicon calibration as described in Table VI. To compensate
for detectors that only had the 228Th α peaks the resulting calibrated energy spectrum
was compared to the energy spectrum from detectors which had multiple sources for
calibration to determine the accuracy of the energy calibration. An example of this
procedure will be demonstrated with the silicon calibration for detector 42. In the
top panel of Figure 11 we see the 228Th α spectrum and in the bottom panel of Figure
11 the 2 dimensional plot of Si vs. CsI(Tl) is shown. The points used in the silicon
calibration for detector 42 are the 6 peaks in the α spectrum and the punch-through
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value for 9Be. The energies for the α peaks are given in Table V while the punch-in
values are constructed from the Orsay tables for 9Be. Only 9Be was chosen for detector
42 for the following reasons: the Orsay tables directly give the punch-through value
and the punch-through value could be clearly chosen on the Si vs. CsI(Tl) plot. These
energy values along with their subsequent Si channel number are plotted in Figure
12. The black points are the calibration points. To these points a best fit straight
line is determined which fits the equation ESi = m∗channelSi+offset, represented by
the red line in Figure 12. This relates the channel number recorded by the computer
to the energy deposited in the silicon.
As discussed above, some silicon detectors signals are saturated. The saturation
is a non-linear compression of the signal to fit the range of the ADC. It is unclear why
this presented itself in some detectors and not others. Table VI notes which silicon
detectors were saturated during the experiment while Figure 13 shows an example of
this saturation.
As shown, the isotopic and elemental bands are seen to perform a ‘back bending’
behavior once you are above Si channel 2000. To correct for this behavior the following
technique was used. The α peaks are taken along with as many isotopic punch-in
values that can be inferred from the 2-D spectrum. The punch-in is defined as the
point at which a particle passes through the silicon detector and is first seen in the
CsI(Tl) detector. The energy for each punch-in is derived from the Orsay tables [88].
All energies have been corrected for the loss of energy through the corresponding
mylar. The equation to unfold the silicon energy needs to account for the linear
portion and the saturation portion of the range presented. For each point that lies
in the “normal” region of the spectrum (Si channels less than 2000 in the example
detector), the five 228Th α peaks, p, t, 4He, and 7Li, are used and the calibration is
done as described above. Then, each point above the saturation point, 9Be, 11Be, and
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FIG. 11.: Top panel, silicon calibration points from 228Th for detector 42. Bottom
panel, silicon channel vs. Cs(Tl) channel spectrum. The 9Be punch-in occurs at
channel 3800.
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FIG. 12.: Si calibration energy vs. Si channel number. The data is represented by
black points and the red line is the best fit straight line of the form y = mx+ b.
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FIG. 13.: An example of a silicon saturated detector. As shown, the isotopic and
elemental bands are seen to perform a ‘back bending’ behavior above Si channel
2000.
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12C, is graphed with the uncorrected silicon energy vs. actual energy from the Orsay
tables and an exponential curve of the form
ESi,Orsay = ce
(a)(ESi,uncorr) (2.1)
is fit to the saturation data. Using the saturated and the unsaturated portions of the
equation, the energy formula then becomes
ESi,corr = ESi,uncorr + ce
(a)(ESi,uncorr) (2.2)
In equations 2.1 and 2.2 a & c are fitting parameters.
Equation 2.2 allows for very small, if any, corrections to be made at low silicon
channel values, but allows for much larger corrections at the higher silicon channel
values. To check the validity of the fit, a corrected energy versus the energy taken
from the Orsay tables is plotted for detector 61 (Figure 14). The closed black points
are the corrected experimental energy points, the open blue squares are the uncor-
rected experimental energy values, and the red line represents the best fit straight
line through the corrected energy data. By looking at the fit and slope of this line we
can determine the accuracy of this method. In an example case, the slope was found
to be 1.0025 and the R2 value is 0.999 which indicates an excellent fit.
2. Cesium Iodide Calibration
To calibrate a CsI(Tl) crystal it is necessary to find an expression that relates the
light output given by the crystal, the energy of the incident particle, and the recorded
channel number. There are many formalisms derived from the Birks formula
dL
dx
=
S(dE/dx)
1 + [kB(dE/dx)]
(2.3)
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FIG. 14.: The comparison between the original calibration and the correction made
to the saturated silicon detector 61. The closed black points are the corrected experi-
mental energy points, the open blue squares are the uncorrected experimental energy
values, and the red line represents the best fit straight line through the corrected
energy data.
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that relate the light output per unit length to the energy of a given particle [90–96].
In the Birks formula, equation 2.3, S is the scintillation efficiency and kB is the Birks
constant. Due to the nature of the electronics we have a channel number which is
proportional to the light output. It would be more convenient to find a method that
relates the energy of the incident particle to the channel number. Methods derived
from the Birks formula cannot be analytically inverted to relate E = F (L,Z,A)
where L is the light output, Z is the charge of the particle and A is the mass of the
particle in question. It was found that by fitting a variety of data through the Birks
equation, an equation that relates the energy as a function of light output, Z, and A
was found [97]. This equation,
 = al + bln(1 + cl) (2.4)
has 3 fitting parameters a, b, and c which are fit for each Z and A while l is related
to the total light output. This form is not practical for multi-detector arrays which
can identify many Z and A values and was generalized to
E(L,Z,A) = aAZ2L+ (b+ cAZ2)L1−d
√
AZ2 (2.5)
which includes dependencies on Z and A [98].
In Equation 2.5, L is related to the slow portion of the light output signal, A and
Z are the mass and charge of the particle in question and a− d are fitting constants.
For the data presented in this work, this form could not be fit simultaneously over
the entire Z range for Z ≤ 3 while fitting Z > 3, therefore a modified equation for
different Z ranges had to be explored and developed similar to reference [99]. For
Z > 3 the incident energy is parameterized as a recast of the Larochelle equation
shown in equation 2.5
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E(L,Z,A) = aAZ2L+ b(1 + cAZ2)L1−d
√
AZ2 (2.6)
For Z = 2-3,
E(L,Z,A) = a
√
AZ2L+ b(1 + cAZ2)L1−d
√
AZ2 . (2.7)
In equations 2.6 and 2.7, L is the CsI(Tl) channel number recorded by the com-
puter (this value is directly related to the slow portion of the light output signal), A
and Z are the mass and charge of the particle in question and a− d are fit parame-
ters. Calibration for Z = 1 isotopes was done separately and will be discussed in a
later section. In equations 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 there is a linear term and a power term,
both with AZ2 dependence. The four fitting parameters, a − d, are allowed to vary
but must remain positive. The parameters a, b, and c depend on the electronic gain
and the scintillation efficiency. Parameter a effects the linear portion of the power
term and is important for small Z and higher energies. Parameters b and c, which
weight the power term, help account for low Z values and lower energies. Parameter
d is responsible for the transition between the linear and non-linear portions of the
equations [98]. Parameter L, in our case, will be the experimental channel number
recorded, as the channel number is proportional to the slow portion of the light output
signal.
To arrive at the parameters a-d, an n-line calibration method coupled to predic-
tions from the Orsay tables was used. For each element used in a fit, the data from
the Orsay tables was plotted as the energy deposited in the Si detector vs. Energy
deposited in the CsI(Tl). To this graph, an equation with the form
ECsI =
c1
c2 ∗ ESi + c3 (2.8)
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was fitted to the resulting curve. The values of c1, c2, and c3 are fitting parameters.
From this, for a given silicon energy (ESi), the energy deposited in the CsI(Tl) (ECsI)
can be determined. From here, n-lines are drawn for a given range on the raw Si
channel vs. CsI(Tl) channel spectrum (an example of this figure was given in Figure
11 . For Z = 2 − 3, lines were drawn on 4He and 7Li. For Z > 3, lines were drawn
on 9Be, 12C, 14N and the highest Z where a clear isotope line could be drawn. In
some cases, the highest line drawn was 20Ne. If possible, the beam spot was recorded
as well. For each (x, y) channel point, the silicon channel was calibrated to give its
corresponding energy value. This silicon energy value was then placed into equation
2.8 to obtain the corresponding Orsay CsI(Tl) energy value. This energy value is then
compared to the picked CsI(Tl) channel value. A second curve of the CsI(Tl) energy
is derived from equation 2.6 or equation 2.7 vs. picked CsI(Tl) channel number is
constructed. Parameters a− d are allowed to vary until the χ2, which compares the
fit between the two curves described above, is minimized. The χ2 term is constructed
by comparing the Orsay CsI(Tl) energy values to the CsI(Tl) calibration equation
energy values.
Once the CsI(Tl) energy is found the total particle energy, Etotal, is found by
Etotal = ECsI + ESi + Emylar (2.9)
3. Calibration of Z = 1 Particles
Calibration of Z = 1 particles occurred separately from other particle types. This
occurred as the energy deposited in the CsI(Tl) could not be defined over the entire
energy range by any available method. However, the thickness of of the CsI(Tl)
allows for Z = 1 particles to punch-through. The punch-through is defined as the
point where a particle passes through the entire thickness of the CsI(Tl) and the
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values of this point can be found in Table VII.
TABLE VII.: Z = 1 punch-through energy for the CsI(Tl).
Particle Type Punch-through 3 cm (MeV) Punch-through 2.26 cm (MeV)
proton 95 81
deuteron 130 110
triton 153 130.5
All detector telescopes exhibit punch-through behavior for Z = 1 particles. In
addition to this punch-through value, the punch-in value can be determined as well.
This punch-in value is defined as the point where the particle of interest passes through
the silicon detector and first deposits into the CsI(Tl). With both the punch-in
and punch-through values, the spectrum was scaled to match these points. Scaling
involved two processes, a shift and a stretch. The shift allows, for example, points
that go from 0 -100 to then go from 50 - 150 without changing the range or the
shape. A stretch involves, for example, points that go from 0 - 100 to result in points
that go from 0 -200, in effect elongating the shape. To accomplish this, the following
equations were used.
y = mx+ b (2.10)
where
m =
shift destination− stretch destination
shift point− stretch point
b = shift destination−m ∗ shift point
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In equation 2.10, the shift point is defined as the point where you want a shift to start
and shift destination is where you want the shift point to end. The stretch point is
the point where you would like a stretch to begin and the stretch destination is where
the stretch is to end.
4. Final Energy Spectra
Once the particle identification and energy calibration occurs the final energy spectra
can be generated. For the final energy spectra a lower and upper energy threshold is
placed on each isotope in each detector. These thresholds are to remove extraneous
noise and ADC pedestals. After calibration and the threshold cuts the particle Z,
A, detector hit, and Energy are recorded in a physics tape. Example energy spectra
of the detectors at 20.06◦ are given for protons, 4He, and 12C in Figures 15, 16, and
17 respectively. These energy spectra are normalized to the area under the curve. A
feature seen in the 12C spectra, is that detector 38 and 40 start at a lower energy
than the rest of the detectors at 20.06◦. This is due to the fact that the gain on the
silicon detector amplifier was set to lower values for detector 38 and 40. In return this
allowed for the entire carbon energy spectra to be recorded. In the other detectors
at 20.06◦, the higher gain prevented the entire energy spectra being recorded by the
computer and only the higher energy values are obtained.
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FIG. 15.: Energy spectra for protons at 20.06◦. These spectra have been normalized
to the area under the curve.
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FIG. 16.: Energy spectra for 4He at 20.06◦. These spectra have been normalized to
the area under the curve.
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FIG. 17.: Energy spectra for 12C at 20.06◦. These spectra have been normalized to
the area under the curve. The discrepancy in the lower energy portion of the spectrum
for Det 38 and Det 40 is due to the fact that the gain was set such that the entire
energy range was captured. This was not true for the rest of the detectors at this
angle.
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CHAPTER III
SOURCE DEFINITION AND EVENT RECONSTRUCTION
To study decay modes of nuclei, it is particularly important to have a well defined
source. It is important for this study to have well defined projectile-like, or quasi-
projectile, source. To do this, an event reconstruction is necessary on an event-by-
event basis. Because of the detector thresholds discussed in the previous chapter, low
energy particles are not detected. Many of these low energy particles originate from
target-like and mid-velocity sources. However, it is still important to ensure that the
particles detected come from a projectile-like or quasi-projectile source. The essential
requirement in selecting a quasi-projectile source is that the summed charge of the
fragments detected equals that of the beam (Eq. 3.1). This requirement has been
shown in previously [100,101] to be an excellent method of defining a quasi-projectile
source within the FAUST array.
ΣZfrag = Zbeam. (3.1)
This requirement is broad in comparison to previous studies [4, 102], however,
it is appropriate as FAUST has higher thresholds due to the use of silicon as the
first detector in the detector telescope. Even though previous works show that this
cut is appropriate in isolating quasi-projectile sources [100], this study requires that
the mass of the particles in an event be known, therefore, it is required that all
fragments in an event be isotopically identified. In addition it was chosen to use
only events where the Z of all fragments was ≤ 8. This choice was made due to the
incomplete coverage for heavier elements within FAUST. Additionally, this allows for
a preferential selection of multifragmentation events.
The first observable examines the reconstructed velocity of the source. A projectile-
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like source should retain a velocity similar to the velocity of the beam. Figure 18 shows
the velocity of the reconstructed quasi-projectile. The blue line represents the beam
velocity, 0.31c. As shown, the peak in the velocity distribution is slightly lower than
that of the beam velocity indicating that the source selection is projectile-like. Con-
tamination from particles from target or mid-velocity sources would populate a low
velocity tail. As the shape of the curve is sharply peaked with no low or high velocity
tails and is fairly symmetric, it is concluded that there is no large contamination
component from pre-equilibrium, mid-velocity or target sources.
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FIG. 18.: The velocity in units c of the quasi-projectile. The blue line represents the
beam velocity on 0.31c.
The second observable to confirm that a clean source is obtained is a parallel ve-
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locity (vpar) vs. perpendicular velocity (vperp) plot. The velocity of each fragment was
transformed to the center-of-mass of the quasi-projectile. In this frame, the center-
of-mass coordinate system was rotated such that the parallel vector direction (z-axis)
coincides with the vector direction of the quasi-projectile. A graphical representation
of this frame is presented in Figure 19. Looking at the vpar vs. vperp for Z = 1, Z = 2,
and Z > 3 in this rotated, quasi-projectile frame can provide information about the
emitting source. Figure 20 shows the parallel velocity vs. perpendicular velocity for
Z = 2 in the left panel and Z > 3 in the right panel in the rotated, quasi-projectile
frame. In both of these cases, the quasi-projecile source is isolated in space and by the
circular shape, is emitting isotropically. If multiple sources were present one would
possibly see a second round shape to the left of the PLS representing the target-like
source (TLS); this is not present. If mid-velocity or neck emission were present the
particles attributed to this region would appear to the left of the PLS shown and
“connect” to a TLS if one were present.
For Z = 1 particles, the vpar vs. vperp for each isotope is shown in Figure 21. As
shown, the Z = 1 isotopes do not show the same symmetry as those found in Figure
20. There is a symmetric, central concentration, but a non-symmetric component
appearing to emit in the forward direction of lesser intensity. Because of the forward
peaking dramatically seen in the proton vpar vs. vperp plot in the left pane of Figure
21 and to a lesser extent in the deuteron vpar vs. vperp there is a concern that there is
pre-equilibrium emission contaminating the quasi-projectile source. However, because
FAUST has shallow CsI(Tl) crystals in all rings there is a high energy punch-through
value for Z = 1 particles(see Table VII for values). This high energy punch-through
affects the appearance of the Vpar vs. vperp plot.
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FIG. 19.: A graphical representation of the rotated center-of-mass, or quasi-projectile,
coordinate system. The frame is rotated such that the parallel vector direction (z-
axis) coincides with the vector direction of the quasi-projectile.
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FIG. 20.: Left panel: A vpar vs. vperp plot for Z = 2 atoms. As shown, the figure is
fairly spherical indicating that the source emitting these particles is emitting isotrop-
ically and by the shape being fairly isolated, the source is isolated in space. Right
panel: A vpar vs. vperp plot for Z = 3 − 8 atoms. As shown the figure is spherical
which indicates that the source is emitting particles isotropically and by the shape
being fairly isolated, the source is isolated in space.
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FIG. 21.: Left panel: The vpar vs. vperp plot for protons. Middle panel: the vpar vs.
vperp plot for deuterons. Right panel: The vpar vs. vperp plot for tritons.
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Using the laboratory frame is an easy way to examine the punch-through of the
CsI(Tl) effect on the Z = 1 particles. Figure 22 shows the effect on placing an energy
cut on the protons. The energy chosen was 81 MeV which corresponds to the energy
punch-through of the shortest CsI(Tl). When there is no proton energy cut, the
parallel velocity extends to slightly higher values than when the proton energy cut is
placed. This is more evident in the laboratory frame (top row of Figure 22) than for
those in the quasi-projectile frame (bottom row of Figure 22). This shows that the
different energy punch-through values are playing a part in the elongation of shape
of the vpar vs. vperp plots. The hard diagonal cut off seen is a consequence of the
detector geometry.
Looking at the vpar of the source in the quasi-projectile (QP) frame directly as
in Figure 23, the effect of the proton energy cut can be seen more clearly. As shown,
the left panel is the proton vpar , the middle panel is the proton vpar with the energy
cut of 81 MeV applied, and the right panel is the two overlaid where the red curve
represents the proton vpar with the 81 MeV energy cut applied. As one can see, the
vpar with the energy cut applied deviates at the high vpar values. This difference is
directly due to the energy difference in the punch-through values. The effects that
this punch-through should be minimal as it only affects the Z = 1 isotopes and at
maximum, only imparts ≈ 0.5 MeV total to the source excitation energy.
A third way to characterize the source is using a Dalitz plot [103]. Using a Dalitz
plot, it is possible to determine how particles are moving in space. From the shape of
the Dalitz plot, how equilibrated, on average, a source is. One defines the following
coordinates in a Cartesian frame [104]:
x =
(λ2 − λ3)√
3
(3.2)
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FIG. 22.: Top left: The vpar vs. vperp plot for protons in the laboratory frame. Top
right: The vpar vs. vperp plot for protons with an energy cut for protons that excludes
those that are higher than 81 MeV in energy. Bottom left: same as top left but in the
quasi-projectile frame. Bottom right: Same as top right but in the quasi-projectile
frame.
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FIG. 23.: Left panel: The vpar plot for protons in the quasi-projectile frame. Middle
panel: The vpar lot for for protons in the quasi-projectile frame with an upper energy
threshold of 81 MeV applied. Right panel: An overlay of the previous two plot
highlighting the effect of the different depths of the CsI(Tl) crystal. The black line
represents the parallel velocity of protons with no energy cut while the red curve
represents the parallel velocity where the 81 MeV energy cut has been placed on the
data.
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y = λ1 − 1
3
(λ1 + λ2 + λ3)
where
λ1 = Pz
λ2 = Px
λ3 = Py
for a momentum derived Dalitz plot. Using this method the y-axis represents the
momentum in the Z-direction, negative x-values correspond to momentum in the Y-
direction, and positive x-values correspond to momentum in the X-direction. Figure
24 shows a round, isolated source, centered about zero, which is generated from the
above method showing a symmetric momentum splitting. It is generally accepted
that an equilibrated source will, on average, emit particles isotropically, therefore,
the round isolated source depicted in Figure 24 is consistent with a fairly equilibrated
quasi-projectile source.
In conclusion, an excellent definition of a source is when the sum of the collected
charge is equal to that of the beam, all fragments must be isotopically identified,
and the event contains only Z = 1 − 8 fragments. It is well isolated in space and
has minimal contamination from target and mid-velocity sources. Also the source is
emitting fairly isotropically as seen from the momentum derived Dalitz plot as well
as the particle vpar vs. vperp plots. This defined source will be the basis for the further
analysis of this work.
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FIG. 24.: A momentum derived Dalitz plot. As shown, the plot is round and isolated
indicating that the momentum is symmetrically splitting as would be seen by an
average equilibrated source.
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CHAPTER IV
THEORETICAL MODELS AND THE FAUST FILTER
The calculations in this dissertation are based on a two-staged Monte Carlo approach.
The dynamical, interaction stage of the collision is described by the deep-inelastic
transfer (DIT) code which simulates stochastic nucleon exchange in peripheral and
semi-peripheral collisions. This nucleon exchange is allowed to happen because an
interaction window, defined by the potential barriers of the nuclei, is opened as the
projectile and target begin to interact [10]. The transfer of nucleons in the nuclear
mean field of the projectile-target system can effectively describe the transport of
charge, mass, linear and angular momentum, and the energy [46,105]. These conclu-
sions by Randrup arose from experiments in the late 1970’s that showed that damped
nuclear collisions at low energies, just below the Fermi energy domain, showed a bi-
nary character and the composition of the projectile and target remained relatively
unchanged [106]. DIT produces a hot nuclear system which then needs to expand
and break-up into fragments.
The statistical multifragmentation model (SMM) is the model chosen to expand
and break-up the hot nuclear system created by DIT. SMM is based upon the as-
sumption that a statistical equilibrium exists between the produced fragments in a
low-density freeze-out volume [37]. All breakup channels, or partitions, are composed
of nucleons, excited fragments are considered, and the conservation of mass, charge,
momentum, and energy are taken into account. The formation of a compound nucleus
is included as one of the channels. This inclusion allows for a smooth transition from
evaporation and fission decays at low excitation energies [107] to multifragmentation
at high excitation energies. The system is allowed to expand to a defined freeze-out
volume and then the breakup occurs. Once the breakup occurs, the fragments are
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allowed to propagate independently in their mutual Coulomb field and are allowed to
undergo secondary decays. The de-excitation of the hot primary fragments proceeds
via evaporation, fission or Fermi-breakup [108].
The version of SMM used in this dissertation [109] is based on generating a
Markov chain of partitions which is representative of the whole partition ensem-
ble. Individual partitions are generated and selected into a chain by applying the
Metropolis algorithm and taking into account that fragments with the same mass, A,
and charge, Z, are indistinguishable. This method is highly efficient and as a result
the Coulomb interaction energy for each spatial configuration of primary fragments
at break-up can be directly calculated. Influence of the target Coulomb energy on
multifragmentation of the projectile can also be taken into account. It is believed
that for relatively small systems the Markov-chain SMM is a better choice for analy-
sis of the nuclear multifragmentation data concerning the isospin degree of freedom,
where an angular momentum may be important. In addition to the details found
in Reference [109], the liquid drop parameters have been smoothed to help with the
evaporation in the low excitation energy region and the Fermi break-up also has been
adjusted to allow for better mass distributions, i.e. larger widths of masses are being
populated [110] to better represent the experimental data.
Before investigating the data for specifics of multifragmentation, the analysis of
more basic observables will show that the DIT model combined with the SMM decay
code gives a reasonable description of the experimental data. The experimental exci-
tation energy for the isotopically identified quasi-projectile (QP) source is shown in
Figure 25. This figure shows a two dimensional representation of the excitation energy
calculated by DIT versus the reconstructed excitation energy derived from SMM on
an event by event basis for isotopically identified QPs from unfiltered theoretical data.
The black straight line is representative of an x = y line. While the trend between
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the input excitation energy and the reconstructed excitation energy is linear, there is
a slightly lower value for the reconstructed energy coming from SMM when compared
to the DIT E* for the event. This is due to other methods of energy dissipation such
as internal excitation energy that is unaccounted for in the de-excitation process.
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FIG. 25.: A two dimensional representation of the excitation energy calculated by
DIT versus the reconstructed excitation energy from SMM on an event by event basis
for isotopically identified QPs for unfiltered theoretical data. The black straight line
is representative of an x = y line.
When comparing in Figure 26 the one dimensional spectra for the DIT excitation
energy to the reconstructed SMM excitation energy for unfiltered theoretical data,
there is good agreement in magnitude and shape. A small deviation occurs at high
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excitation energies.
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FIG. 26.: A comparison of the DIT excitation energy (red) to the reconstructed
excitation energy for unfiltered theoretical data (black).
To compare with experimental data, the simulated data was ran through a soft-
ware representation of the FAUST array. The FAUST filter takes into account the
geometry of the FAUST array, the energy thresholds of each element and isotope by
detector telescope, as well as the elemental and isotopic identification by detector
telescope as determined by experimental data. The theoretical data does not have
any type of isotopic confidence cut like the experimental data, since the isotopic iden-
tity is known from the calculation. However, if an entire element in the experiment
is tagged as negative, for a detector telescope the FAUST filter flags those elements
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from the theoretical calculation as having a negative mass. Filtering the theoretical
data allows the DIT+SMM theoretical calculation to be seen and processed the exact
same way as the experimental data.
Once the DIT+SMM theoretical calculation has been filtered comparisons to the
experimental data can be made. Figure 27 compares the reconstructed excitation
energy from the theoretical calculation to the experimental data for the isotopically
reconstructed QP for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon. As shown, the
DIT+SMM does a decent job in matching the experimental data. The DIT+SMM
produces an excitation energy spectrum that is similar in shape to the experimental
data. However, the theoretical calculation produces more low energy events than the
experimental data. The E* for the theoretical calculation is, on average, lower than
the experimental data. The high energy tails have similar slopes but the theoretical
calculation has a slightly lower production within this region.
As the multifragmentation channel dominates at excitation energies above 3− 4
MeV/nucleon, the excitation energy spectrum that matches fairly well. By normaliz-
ing the comparison between the DIT+SMM calculation and the experimental data for
the system 32S + 112Sn to the region above 4 MeV/nucleon, Figure 28 is constructed.
As shown, the low energy region does not match well, but the multifragmentation
region, predicted by DIT+SMM, matches quite well.
The experimental charged particle multiplicity (Mcp), for isotopically identified
events in shown in Figure 29. The spectra are normalized to the total yield. This
shows that the theoretical data does not reproduce the experimental data in the
low multiplicity region. This is not unexpected as SMM is known to not reproduce
evaporation and fission mechanisms well which dominate at low excitation energies
which generally produce low multiplicity events.
When placing the energy cut indicative of where multifragmentation becomes
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FIG. 27.: The comparison of the reconstructed excitation energy from DIT + SMM
(red) to the experimental data for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon (black).
The spectra are normalized to the area under the curve.
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FIG. 28.: The comparison of the reconstructed excitation energy from DIT + SMM
(red) to the experimental data for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon (black).
The spectra are normalized to the area under the curve where E* > 4 MeV/nucleon.
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FIG. 29.: The charged particle multiplicity, Mcp, for the isotopically defined quasi-
projectile source.
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the dominant decay mechanism of E* > 4 MeV/nucleon, Figure 29 becomes Figure
30. Each spectra in Figure 30 is normalized to the total yield. Once the energy cut
is placed on both the theoretical calculation and the experimental data they produce
very similar multiplicity distributions. Again, this suggests that the experimental
data is primarily undergoing multifragmentation within this energy region.
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FIG. 30.: The charged particle multiplicity, Mcp, for the isotopically defined quasi-
projectile source with an energy cut for events greater than 4 MeV/nucleon.
Another basic observable is the width of the source N/Z distribution of the 32S
+ 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon system. Figure 31 presents the QP N/Z distribution
for all excitation energies. Both the experimental and theoretical data are normal-
ized to the total number of quasi-projectiles produced. As shown the experimental
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distribution is wider than the DIT+SMM theoretical calculation. This is due to the
experimental data producing more neutron-rich sources than predicted theoretically.
It is interesting to note that production of neutron-poor sources is similar between
the experimental data and the theoretical calculations. When placing the E* > 4
MeV/nucleon on the system and looking at the N/Z ratio again one arrives at Figure
32. This figure shows that the experimental data still produces more neutron-rich
sources than the theoretical calculation. Again the neutron-poor sources have rea-
sonable agreement.
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FIG. 31.: The QP N/Z distribution for the 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon system.
As shown the experimental distribution (black) has a wider distribution than the
DIT+SMM theoretical calculation (red).
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FIG. 32.: The QP N/Z distribution for the 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon system
with an E* > 4 MeV/nucleon cut placed upon the source. As shown the experimental
distribution (black) has a wider width than the DIT+SMM theoretical calculation
(red).
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Further observables are discussed in detail in subsequent chapters as they are of
great interest to the topics of this dissertation. However with the general observables
it is established that for the defined quasi-projectile source when an excitation energy
cut of greater than 4 MeV/nucleon are primarily undergoing multifragmentation as
shown by its comparison to the DIT+SMM theoretical model.
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CHAPTER V
ISOSPIN DEPENDENCE OF FRAGMENTATION
Many studies have been done to study the fragmentation of an excited nucleus [1–37].
One of the main assumptions in many of these studies is the fragmenting source is
an average of all sources produced in the reaction. In some studies the source is well
constrained [100,101] but others have many sources of multiple Z and A [60,61,111].
This averaging among multiple sources has the possibility of masking trends in the
fragmentation yields that are N/Z dependent. With the source definition, as defined
in Chapter II, it is possible to probe how the fragmentation of sources evolves within
the addition of neutrons by moving from neutron-poor to neutron-rich sulfur sources.
A projectile-like source (PLS) as defined in Chapter III for the reaction 32S +
112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon consists of an event where the sum of the fragment charge
is equal to Z = 16, all particles in an event are isotopically identified with 95%
confidence, and all fragments in an event are Z = 1 − 8. This is done for several
reasons. First, there is an uneven geometrical coverage of high Z fragments within
the FAUST array. Second, there is an uncertainty of lower excitation events produced
within the DIT+SMM framework. These events generate the majority of the larger Z
fragments. Third, by selecting events where only fragments of Z = 1− 8 are present
it preferentially selects on multifragmentation events. With the reconstructed Z of
the source held to that of the beam (Z = 16) the mass range of A = 27 to A = 37
are produced with reasonable statistics. Figure 33 presents the mass distribution of
the source where the reconstructed Z = 16.
The mass distribution shown in Figure 33 contains all source excitation energies.
Figure 34 shows the mass distribution by source excitation energy. There are five
excitation energy ranges, 2− 3 MeV/nucleon (black circles), 3− 4 MeV/nucleon (red
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FIG. 33.: The mass distribution of the ΣZfrag = 16 sources where all fragments in
the event are isotopically identified.
squares), 4 − 5 MeV/nucleon (green triangles), 5 − 6 MeV/nucleon (blue inverted
triangles), 6 − 8 MeV/nucleon (pink stars). The normalized yield is defined as the
yield of each source mass for each excitation energy bin divided by the total number of
PLS in each excitation energy bin. This allows for direct comparison of the width of
distribution between the different excitation energy bins. As demonstrated in Figure
34 the width of the distribution widens as the system increases in energy. There is an
increase in the number of both neutron-poor and neutron-rich sources. This indicates
that the increase of the source excitation energy allows for a greater mass range to
be populated.
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FIG. 34.: The source mass distrubution, where Zsum = 16, for the
32S + 112Sn at 45
MeV/nucleon system. There are five excitation energy ranges, 2 − 3 MeV/nucleon
(black circles), 3−4 MeV/nucleon (red squares), 4−5 MeV/nucleon (green triangles),
5 − 6 MeV/nucleon (blue inverted triangles), and 6 − 8 MeV/nucleon (pink stars).
The normalized yield is defined as the yield of each source mass for each excitation
energy bin divided by the total number of PLS in each excitation energy bin. This
allows for direct comparison between the different excitation energy bins.
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The sources of 27S to 37S produce a wide range of isospins as shown in Table
VIII. For this work the isospin is defined as Tz = 2Z − A. Looking at the charge
distribution as a function of isospin, there is an evolutionary trend shown in Figure
35. In this figure, eleven sources are represented from top left (27S) to bottom right
(37S). The yield of each element has been normalized to the total source yield for each
source mass. This allows for comparisons to be made between sources. For the most
neutron-poor source, 27S, there is a strong odd-even behavior. As the neutron content
of the source increases, the charge distribution begins to take on an exponential or
power law like character.
The trend where the odd-even nature of the charge distribution is correlated to
the source isospin has been noted in another study [112]. In this study the exami-
nation of the elemental cross sections where Tz = 0 and Tz = −2 shows the Tz = 0
having a greater odd-even behavior when compared to that of Tz = −2. The Tz = −2
case produces a rapid roughly exponential drop-off. However, this previous study was
only able to postulate on the extent of their observation. For the study presented in
this work, the ability to identify a wide range of sources, and thus isospin, has been
able to show there is a systematic dampening of the odd-even effect as one moves
from neutron-poor to neutron-rich sources.
TABLE VIII.: Isospin values for the various quasi-projectile sources.
source 27S 28S 29S 30S 31S 32S 33S 34S 35S 36S 37S
Tz 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5
To explore this observation further the sources 30S, 32S, and 34S from the reaction
32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon will be explored along with comparisons to DIT+SMM
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FIG. 35.: The charge (Z) distributions for Z = 1 − 8 for the reconstructed sources
27−37S from the reaction 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon. The yield of each element
has been normalized to the total source yield for each source mass.
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calculations. Figure 36 shows the experimental charge distribution, in circles, for
the 30S (left column) and 34S (right column) sources for the energy bins of 2 − 3
MeV/nucleon, 3 − 4 MeV/nucleon, 4 − 5 MeV/nucleon, 5 − 6 MeV/nucleon, and
6 − 8 MeV/nucleon. The DIT+SMM calculation where γ = 25 MeV is represented
by squares and for γ = 8 MeV is represented by triangles, where γ is the symmetry
energy coefficient. Each point is normalized to the total number of reconstructed
quasi-projectiles produced for each source in a given energy bin. In both cases,
the experimental charge distribution changes shape with the increase of the source
excitation energy. For the 30S case there is a more pronounced odd-even effect for the
lowest energy bins than the 34S case. In both cases, the shape evolves with energy to
produce a more exponential behavior of the given Z range. Both the γ = 25 MeV and
γ = 8 MeV DIT+SMM calculations produce similar results which deviate more at the
low excitation energies than the high excitation energies. However, the calculation is
able to grossly produce the behaviors in the Z distribution as a function of both the
source identity as well as the source energy regardless of the γ value.
One can look deeper at the fragmentation pattern by looking at the average
N/Z, < N/Z >, vs. Z. for the sources. Figure 37 shows this distribution. In this
figure again, the experimental data is represented by circles and the DIT+SMM is
represented by red squares (γ = 25 MeV) and blue triangles (γ = 8 MeV). The top
panel is the 30S, middle panel is 32S, and bottom panel is for the 34S source. As the
source mass increases from 30S to 34S it is shown that the < N/Z > vs. Z signal
moves from a strong odd-even behavior in the 30S to a more flat distribution for the 34S
source. In all cases the theoretical distribution, regardless of the γ value, does produce
a reasonable estimate of the observed system behavior. It is to be noted that for the
34S source, the DIT+SMM calculations do not reduce the odd-even behavior enough
to match the experimental data. Expanding these observations of the < N/Z > vs.
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FIG. 36.: The charge distribution for the sources 30S (left column) and 34S (right
column) for the reaction 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon. Five excitation energy bins
are represented: 2− 3 MeV/nucleon, 3− 4 MeV/nucleon, 4− 5 MeV/nucleon, 5− 6
MeV/nucleon, and 6− 8 MeV/nucleon. Each point has been normalized to the total
number of reconstructed quasi-projectile produced for each source in the given energy
bin. The DIT+SMM calcuation for γ = 25 MeV is represented by red squares and
for γ = 8 MeV is represented by blue triangles.
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Z observable to include excitation energy is presented in Figure 38.
In Figure 38 each column represents a source, 30S, 32S, 34S, and each row rep-
resents a given energy range: low (0-4 MeV/nucleon), mid(4-6 MeV/nucleon), and
high ( > 6 MeV/nucleon). Once again, the data is represented by circles and the two
DIT+SMM calculations are represented, γ = 25 MeV in red squares and γ = 8 MeV
in blue triangles. Please note that if a point is not represented on the graph, the yield
for the given Z is very low if not zero. For the neutron-poor source of 30S each energy
bin contains a strong odd-even effect. As the system increases in neutron content,
the odd-even effect dampens. In each of the three sources, the increase of excitation
energy does not appreciably affect the odd-even (or lack there of) character of the
< N/Z > vs. Z observable. The calculations for both γ values reproduce the data
reasonably well. It is to be noted that for the 30S high energy bins, only the γ = 25
DIT+SMM calculation reproduces the entire range of the observable. For the high
energy case, the calculation does not produce Z = 8 isotopes. Also for the 34S source,
the calculations still produce a slight odd-even behavior that is stronger than what
is present in the experimental data.
By comparing Figures 37 and 38, it can be concluded that the < N/Z > vs. Z
observable is dominated by the N/Z of the emitting source and the source excitation
energy has little to no effect. Again, this observable is indepedent of the γ value.
To more fully understand the < N/Z > dependence, a look at the mass distribu-
tions of each element will be necessary. Figures 39 and 40 show this mass distribution
for Z = 3− 6 and Z = 7− 8 respectively. The yield of each isotope is normalized to
the total number of each element produced for a given source. As expected, the more
neutron-rich source produces more neutron-rich fragments. When examining the ex-
perimental data along with the DIT+SMM calculation there are two main trends -
one with Z = 3− 6 represented by Figure 39 and one with Z = 7− 8 represented by
81
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FIG. 38.: The evolution of < N/Z > vs. Z for three different source excitation
energy bins: low (0 − 4 MeV/nucleon), mid (4 − 6 MeV/nucleon, and high (> 6
MeV/nucleon. The left column is the for the 30S, the middle column is for the 32S
source, and the right column is for the 34S. The rows from top to bottom represent
the source excitation energy of low, mid, and high. The experimental data is given
by black circles. The DIT+SMM calculation for γ − 25 MeV is represented by red
squares and for γ = 8 MeV is represented by blue triangles.
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FIG. 39.: The mass distribution for each Z = 3−6 for 30S (top line) and 34S (bottom
line). The experimental data is represented by black circles and the DIT+SMM
calculations are represented by red squares (γ = 25 MeV) and blue triangles (γ = 8
MeV). The yield of each isotope is normalized to the total number of each element
produced for a given source.
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and γ = 14 MeV (green open squares). The yield of each isotope is normalized to the
total number of each element produced for a given source.
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Figure 40.
Focusing first on Z = 3−6, the two γ values of 25 MeV and 8 MeV do reasonably
well in reproducing the data trends with the data usually lying in between the two
calculations. For the neutron-rich source, 34S, both calculations over produce the
neutron-poor isotopes in all cases. Regardless, the average trend for each element is
produced. For the Z = 7 − 8, the γ = 25 MeV cannot reproduce the experimental
trend. It does not reproduce the shape nor the yields. For the γ = 8 MeV calculation,
the calculation does better at representing the experimental data for Z = 7 − 8 for
both sources and trends begin to emerge. The calculation where γ = 14 MeV was also
placed on the Z = 7 − 8 mass distribution to illustrate that the value of γ must be
lowered outside of commonly used values [113–116]. This observation clearly shows
that the symmetry energy is very important for the generation of the Z = 7 − 8
isotopes in the 32S+112Sn system.
In the past, it has been customary to use the triton to helium-3 ratio to probe
characteristics of the fragmenting source [117–121]. Figure 41 presents the triton to
helium-3 ratio (Y3H/Y3He) as a function of source excitation energy for
30S, 32S, and
34S.
There are five source excitation bins, 2 − 3 MeV/nucleon, 3 − 4 MeV/nucleon,
4−5 MeV/nucleon, 5−6 MeV/nucleon, and 6−8 MeV/nucleon. The point correlating
to each energy bin is placed at the value of the lowest energy in each bin. Please note
the y-axis scale changes for each panel in Figure 41. As shown the Y3H/Y3He yield
ratio as a function of source excitation energy is drastically different as one moves
from neutron-poor sources (30S) to neutron-rich sources (34S). For the neutron-poor
30S source, the ratio is small with a slight increasing trend. For the symmetric 32S
source, the value is flat, slightly above one, after the lowest energy bin. One the
neutron-rich source 34S is reached,the trend is decreasing exponentially from a very
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FIG. 41.: The Y3H/Y3He ratio as a function of source excitation energy. There are
five source excitation energy bins: 2 − 3 MeV/nucleon, 3 − 4 MeV/nucleon, 4 − 5
MeV/nucleon, 5 − 6 MeV/nucleon, and 6 − 8 MeV/nucleon. The point correlating
to each source excitation energy bin is placed at the value of the lowest energy in
each bin. The circles represent the experimental data and the squares and triangles
represent the DIT+SMM calculations at γ = 25 MeV and γ = 8 MeV respectively.
From top to bottom the source neutron content increases from 30S to 34S. The reader
is cautioned to note that the y-axis in each panel is different so the trends can be
more easily shown.
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high ratio value at the low excitation energy bins. While the DIT+SMM calculations
are not able to reproduce the value of the ratio, it is quite able to reproduce the
trends seen from the neutron-poor to the neutron-rich sources.
In summary, experimental data from isotopically identified quasi-projectiles show
a dependence on the fragmentation pattern on the mass, charge and source excitation
energy depending on the neutron content of the source. This behavior is grossly pre-
dicted by the DIT+SMM picture, which suggest that the decay is highly statistical in
nature, however, discrepancies in fragment mass still exist especially in the neutron-
rich sources. The differences shown in the mass distributions between 30S and 34S
seem to indicate that the neutron content of the hot primary fragments may depend
on the symmetry energy, but not the de-excitation process itself. This is due to the
observation of the Z = 7 − 8 isotope yields which show a greater sensitivity to the
value of γ while the Z = 3−6 isotope yields are relatively unaffected by the value of γ.
A natural explanation of this phenomenon is due to secondary de-excitation via the
Fermi break-up, which is mainly responsible for the yields for Z = 3− 6 isotopes. It
is clear that the symmetry energy is correlated with the neutron content of the source
and is less dependent on the source excitation energy. This observation demonstrates
that a simple explanation of decreasing the symmetry energy as a reduction of frag-
ment density due to expansion of hot fragments may not work. Other explanations
such as effects of surface symmetry energy cannot be justified in this framework as
the data uses the same fragments from both neutron-poor and neutron-rich sources.
It is possible that the 95% confidence cut on the experimental data could be biasing
the results, however, this is not the case. Appendix B shows examples of graphs
presented in the chapter, but with no confidence cut placed on the isotopes. The cut
shows little to no change on the results presented in this chapter. These findings are
of importance in calculations and to our understanding in the intricacies of nucleonic
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partitioning within an equilibrated system.
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CHAPTER VI
COULOMB PROXIMITY
It has been predicted using the SMM model that the fragment partitions and kine-
matic characteristics of fragments can change in the presence of an external Coulomb
field [122]. From the study in reference [122] it has been theoretically suggested that
the presence of this external Coulomb field produces a spatial anisotropy at both low
and high excitation energies. To create this spatial anisotropy, the Coulomb field is
postulated to allow the system to preferentially break-up into a configuration com-
prised of a large fragment and many smaller fragments. By preferentially breaking
into a large fragment and many smaller fragments, the fragments can arrange them-
selves in such a fashion as to minimize the Coulomb barrier. To arrive at the minimum
Coulomb barrier, the small fragments will tend to position themselves between the
largest fragment and the source responsible for the external Coulomb field.
A direct result of the spatial anisotropy is an anisotropy in the fragment velocities
after Coulomb acceleration. This velocity anisotropy causes the intermediate mass
fragments (IMFs) to preferentially emit towards the direction of the second source,
while the largest fragments will be preferentially emitted away from the second source.
This anisotropy in the velocities has been shown using the statistical multifragmen-
tation model (SMM) [122]. By looking at the parallel velocities of fragments from a
well defined source, this model described an asymmetric parallel velocity distribution
as a direct result from the presence of an external Coulomb field.
The parallel velocity spectra from the reaction of 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon
show a clear velocity anisotropy present from many isotopes. As an example, the par-
allel velocity spectrum for 7Li is given in Figure 42. In this figure, because the system
was converted to the frame of the emitting source, zero represents the center of the
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emitting source. Values that are in the positive direction represent particles that are
being emitted away from the target while negative values are particles being emitted
towards the target. It is clear from the 7Li spectrum that there is a distinct anisotropy
present between the positive (forward) and negative (backward) components with a
preferential emission in the backwards direction. The emissions in the positive di-
rection are particles being emitted away from the target while those in the negative
direction are those emitted towards the target.
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FIG. 42.: The parallel velocity spectrum for 7Li in the frame of the emitting source.
The dotted line at zero is to aid the reader.
In an attempt to quantify the above phenomena, a simple integration can be
performed. The total number of fragments emitted in the positive or forward direction
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is compared to those emitted in the negative or backward direction. The ratio of
forward emitted particles to backward emitted particles is taken
Rfront/back =
Yfront
Yback
(6.1)
The ratio for each isotope for Z = 2− 6 is provided in Table IX. For these ratios, the
larger the number, the more forward emitted the particle is. If this ratio is greater
than one, then the isotope is preferentially emitted in the forward direction.
These ratios show that there is an elemental trend as well as an isotopic trend
present. On average, as Z increases the ratio values for the isotopes become larger
indicating more forward emission. Once Z = 6 is reached, all isotopes have a ratio
greater than one. This average trend supports the idea that the larger the element
in an event the more likely it is to be emitted away from the target. In contrast the
lower the Z of the element the more likely it is to be emitted towards the target.
There is also a clear isotopic trend within each element. As isotope mass in-
creases, the ratio decreases, indicating that the heavier particles are being emitted
more in the backwards direction. To fully explain this phenomenon, not only does an
external Coulomb field need to be present, but the angular momentum must be taken
into account. In SMM calculations, when adding the angular momentum the N/Z
ratios of the IMFs increase. This increase in the N/Z ratio becomes larger for the
IMFs that are closer to the target. The experimental data shows that the fragments
with the largest N/Z are preferentially emitted towards the target, not just for the
IMFs but for all Z values.
In an attempt to describe the observations that the largest N/Z is preferentially
emitted towards the target as well as the larger the Z the more forward emitting the
particles, DIT+SMM calculations were performed. It has been postulated that the
distance between the sources is an important factor in the resulting anisotropy due to
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TABLE IX.: The ratio of forward emitted particles to backward emitted particles.
Values less than one show greater emission in the backwards direction.
isotope Rfront/back
3He 1.10± 0.01
4He 0.80± 0.00
6He 0.46± 0.02
6Li 0.76± 0.01
7Li 0.75± 0.01
8Li 0.37± 0.01
7Be 1.10± 0.02
9Be 0.66± 0.02
10Be 0.59± 0.02
10B 0.97± 0.02
11B 0.85± 0.01
12B 0.68± 0.04
13B 0.14± 0.06
11C 1.65± 0.05
12C 1.60± 0.03
13C 1.40± 0.03
14C 1.26± 0.06
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TABLE X.: The ratio of forward emitted particles to backward emitted particles for
DIT+SMM calculations performed at 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm. In addition, the last
column represents the DIT+SMM calculation with no target (external Coulomb field)
present during de-excitation.
isotope 20 fm 40 fm 60 fm no target
3He 1.02± 0.02 0.99± 0.03 0.98± 0.02 0.95± 0.03
4He 0.93± 0.01 0.94± 0.01 0.95± 0.01 0.90± 0.02
6He 0.88± 0.10 1.35± 0.21 0.61± 0.08 1.13± 0.23
6Li 0.85± 0.02 0.89± 0.03 0.94± 0.02 0.79± 0.04
7Li 0.86± 0.03 0.86± 0.03 0.89± 0.03 0.84± 0.05
8Li 0.61± 0.07 0.71± 0.08 0.90± 0.09 0.95± 0.17
7Be 0.98± 0.03 0.97± 0.04 1.05± 0.03 0.90± 0.05
9Be 0.78± 0.04 0.87± 0.05 0.78± 0.04 0.71± 0.06
10Be 0.50± 0.05 0.75± 0.10 0.87± 0.08 0.74± 0.12
10B 0.87± 0.03 0.92± 0.03 0.99± 0.03 0.86± 0.05
11B 0.86± 0.03 0.84± 0.03 0.94± 0.03 1.01± 0.05
12B 0.88± 0.10 1.06± 0.14 0.54± 0.07 0.76± 0.16
13B NA NA NA NA
11C 1.08± 0.04 0.95± 0.04 1.00± 0.04 0.86± 0.06
12C 1.03± 0.02 0.97± 0.03 0.93± 0.02 0.87± 0.04
13C 1.03± 0.05 0.94± 0.05 0.95± 0.04 0.81± 0.06
14C 0.80± 0.12 1.03± 0.17 0.77± 0.10 1.08± 0.24
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the fact that distance is related to the strength of the Coulomb field. To account for
this, the DIT+SMM calculations were performed at distances of 20 fm, 40 fm, and
60 fm. In addition, calculations were performed where no target, which provides the
external Coulomb field, was present during the de-excitation.
Using the ratio method described above, the results for the calculations are
presented in Table X. When assessing these values it must be remembered that
the theoretical calculation has been filtered to match the experimental set-up. Once
the theoretical calculation has gone through the FAUST filter, it is reconstructed
and treated in the same manner as the experimental data. First looking at the ratio
for the isotopes present from the no target calculation, the average ratio value is at
or slightly below one for most isotopes. To ensure that the center-of-mass for the
emitting source is preserved, the parallel momentum distribution for all particles is
plotted, see Figure 43. As the center-of-mass of the emitting source is calculated in
momentum space it is important to make assessments to how valid the reconstruction
is by looking at the momentum. As shown, the parallel momentum distribution has
a forward to backward ratio of 0.99 ± 0.02 which indicates that the center-of-mass
of the emitting system is calculated correctly and the distribution of all particles is
nearly symmetric in the parallel direction about the center of the source.
For the three distances, many ratio values are different than the no external
Coulomb field (no target) case. Therefore, the Coulomb field is affecting the distribu-
tion. In many cases, there is a slight decrease in the ratio as one increases isotope mass
within each specified distance. Even though many of the values of the calculation do
not match the experimental data (Table IX), the indicated trends do follow the above
stated experimental trends as well as previously published calculations [122].
For the IMF’s (Li and Be), as the distance between the target and projectile
increases, the ratio value tends to increase, favoring a forward emission direction.
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FIG. 43.: The parallel momentum for all particles emitted from a 32S system where
no external Coulomb field is present during the de-excitation. The Rfront/back =
0.99± 0.02.
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This is especially true for the neutron-rich isotope. This is unexpected as previous
calculations have suggested that the larger distances between the target and projectile
prefer to fill the mid-rapidity region, i.e., the area between the target and projectile
[122]. The increasing value that is demonstrated by the calculations show that there
is an increase in the forward emission direction as the distance increases. However for
Z = 6 the larger the distance, the more the fragments are emitted in the backward
direction. This can easily explained by the larger distances lead to a lower Coulomb
field. This has diminished effect in pushing the heavy fragment away from the target.
It is unlikely the source selection is the main reason for the discrepancy be-
tween the observation presented in the above paragraph and the previously published
work [122]. A very likely explanation for this variation is source size. All previous
theoretical studies have been done with an Au + Au system leading to a source that
is six times larger than the sources studied in this work. One must also consider
the source N/Z as well, as previous chapters have shown the the fragment yields are
correlated to this value. This source N/Z ratio may also have additional impact on
the anisotropy. This is an important factor to consider as the system present here
produces many neutron-poor sources in comparison to the neutron-rich Au + Au
system used in previous studies.
It has been generally assumed that a parallel velocity plot should have a symmet-
ric, Gaussian-like distribution. However, many of the isotopes in the experimental
data presented in this work have a parallel velocity that does not follow this assump-
tion. Again looking at the parallel velocity spectrum in Figure 42, there are visually
two components; one in the forward (positive) direction and one in the backward
(negative) direction. To produce a fit to this data, it was chosen to fit a Gaussian
distribution to the forward component and an additional Gaussian distribution to the
backward component. The sum of these Gaussian distributions produce a reasonable
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fit to the entire parallel velocity spectrum. An example of this fit is given for 7Li in
Figure 44.
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FIG. 44.: The parallel velocity for 7Li with the corresponding Gaussian fits. The
experimental data is represented by the black histogram, the red and green lines
represent the negative (gaus1) and forward (gaus2) fitting Gaussians respectively.
Finally the blue line represents the sum of gaus1 and gaus2.
Using the assumption that each parallel velocity spectrum is a sum of two Gaus-
sians to the Z = 2 − 6 elements, it is found that the two Gaussian method fits the
experimental data reasonably well. However, this does not provide a unique solution
in desrcibing the parallel velocity distributions. The reader is referred to appendix C
for further assessment of this method.
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Using the parallel velocities, there is a clear anisotropy present in the particle
emission within the experimental data. Using a simple ratio between the yield of
forward emitting particles to backward emitting particles, it is found that the more
neutron-rich an isotope, the more likely it is to be emitted in the backward direction.
Also, the larger the Z of the emitting fragment, the more forward emitting the particle
tends to be. This is postulated to be a direct result of the presence of an external
Coulomb field. Using the DIT+SMM theoretical model, the anisotropy is found to
change as a function of the distance between the target and projectile. As there is
a measurable effect in the parallel velocity spectrum which changes as a function
of the distance from the target, it is plausible that this signal could be a potential
experimental probe to the break-up distance of the projectile from the target.
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CHAPTER VII
KINETIC ENERGY SPECTRA
It has been shown in previous works that the average kinetic energy for both central
and mid-peripheral collisions show the highest average kinetic energy for the most
neutron poor isotopes [60, 61]. While previous works have focused on much heavier
systems such as 112Sn + 112Sn and 114Cd + 92Mo, they show similar trends. For the
112Sn + 112Sn study [61], they state the neutron-poor isotopes are significantly more
energetic than those of neutron-rich isotopes of the same element. They postulate
that this is a direct consequence that the neutron-poor isotopes are emitted earlier
than their neutron-rich counterparts during the decay process. For the 114Cd + 92Mo
study [60], the usage of the average transverse kinetic energy is used to minimize
the contamination from other sources, but the average transverse kinetic energy also
shows that for isotopically identified fragments, the neutron-poor isotopes exhibit
larger average transverse kinetic energies than heavier isotopes of the same element.
These works have been done with specific angular or parallel velocity cuts to try
to reduce pre-equilibrium and/or neck emission. It will be shown in this work that
specific angular or parallel velocity cuts place constraints on the resulting system that
affect average kinetic energy trends.
To study the kinetic energy trends for this work, the spectrum of He, Li, and
C isotopes for the 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon system will be studied. These spec-
trum are representative of the three systems 32Sn + 112,124Sn, natAu at 45 MeV/nucleon.
The spectrum show that there are distinct differences for each isotope. The He, shown
in Figure 45, and Li, shown in Figure 46 show similar trends. The most neutron-poor
isotope in each (3He and 6Li) have a softer energy spectra than their neutron-rich
counterparts. The peak for the neutron-rich isotope appears at a higher energy and
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the slope of the tail region is smaller. For the C isotopes, in Figure 47, the energy
spectrum for each isotope are very similar and any differences between the peak and
the tail regions are not clear.
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FIG. 45.: The energy spectra for helium isotopes from the reaction 32S + 112Sn
at 45 MeV/nucleon. The colors black, red, and blue represent 3He, 4He, and 6He
respectively. The spectra have been normalized to the total yield of each isotope.
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FIG. 46.: The energy spectra for lithium isotopes from the reaction 32S + 112Sn at 45
MeV/nucleon. The colors black, red, and blue represent 6Li, 7 Li, and 8Li respectively.
The spectra have been normalized to the total yield of each isotope.
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FIG. 47.: The energy spectra for carbon isotopes from the reaction 32S + 112Sn at 45
MeV/nucleon. The colors black, red, blue and green represent 11C, 12C, 13C, and 14C
respectively. The spectra have been normalized to the total yield of each isotope.
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Table XI presents the extracted average energy for each isotope of He, Li, and
C for the three targets. For both He and Li, with the exception of 4He, there is
an increase in the average kinetic energy as one increases fragment mass for all three
targets. For Carbon, there is an increase in the average kinetic energy as one increases
from 12C - 14C. 11C exhibits the highest average kinetic energy for the C isotopes. It
is not unreasonable for the C isotopes to behave slightly differently than the He and
Li isotopes as C is most likely the largest fragment in a given event and represents
almost 40% of the source mass.
The trends presented in Table XI are different for the He and Li than those in
previous works [60, 61] where it was seen that the neutron-poor isotope has a higher
average kinetic energy than its neutron-rich counterparts. For carbon, the difference
between the work shown in this dissertation and those previously published is similar.
The neutron-poor isotope of 11C has a greater average kinetic energy but for the 12−14C
the trends are different. The average kinetic energy vs. carbon mass is more of a
parabolic shape with the 11C and 14C have similar average kinetic energies. This
trend is different than the Liu et. al. case [61] and for the central and mid-peripheral
cases where the sources were cut on their velocity in the 114Cd + 92Mo system [60]. In
the 114Cd + 92Mo system [60] when a fragment selection is made based on its angle of
emission, there is a flattening of the average transverse kinetic energy for the carbon
isotopes. As discussed, in the previous studies [60, 61], the experimental data only
represents a given angular or parallel velocity cut. Because an isolated source has
been identified for this work, all angles and parallel velocities are considered. This
averaging could be obscuring differences based on the angle as shown in the previous
works.
To explore this possibility, angular cuts have been placed on the 112Sn system.
Four θ bins have been placed on the data: 0−45◦, 45−90◦, 90−135◦, and 135−180◦
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TABLE XI.: The average kinetic energy in MeV for He, Li, and C isotopes from
reconstructed quasi-projectiles.
isotope 112Sn (MeV) 124Sn (MeV) natAu (MeV)
3He 14.95± 0.06 14.26± 0.05 15.44± 0.07
4He 12.70± 0.02 12.07± 0.01 13.49± 0.02
6He 20.46± 0.24 20.80± 0.23 22.26± 0.25
6Li 18.08± 0.10 17.14± 0.09 19.34± 0.12
7Li 20.16± 0.10 19.41± 0.09 21.62± 0.11
8Li 24.13± 0.22 23.34± 0.21 26.21± 0.24
11C 17.19± 0.21 16.05± 0.18 19.90± 0.29
12C 14.42± 0.10 13.32± 0.08 16.43± 0.12
13C 14.97± 0.14 14.42± 0.12 16.74± 0.16
14C 16.35± 0.14 15.59± 0.12 18.42± 0.16
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all in the quasi-projectile frame. This allows for the angular dependencies of particle
types to be quantified. The average kinetic energy by angular cut are shown in Table
XII. There is a clear dependence on the average kinetic energy based on its angle
of emission. It is hard to extract global trends, but it is possible to make a few
statements about the system.
Beginning with the He isotopes, 4He in all cases is lower in energy than the
other He isotopes. This is most likely due to its high binding energy as well as it
has multiple production pathways. For angles < 90◦ both 3He and 6He have similar
mean kinetic energies, but for angles > 90◦ there is an increase in the average kinetic
energy as the mass of the isotope increases from 3He to 6He. For Li, a very similar
trend is seen. For angles < 45◦ the values for all isotopes are similar. For angles
> 45◦ there is an increase in the average kinetic energy as the mass of the isotope
increases. For C isotopes, at angles < 90◦ there is a decrease in the average kinetic
energy as the mass of the isotope increases. For angles > 90◦ the trend is reversed
and again, the average kinetic energy increases as the mass of the isotope increases.
It is not surprising that the trends for C is different than for He and Li as C is most
likely the largest fragment in a given event. It is also worthy to note the spread in the
energy between the neutron-poor and neutron-rich isotopes by angular bin. For He
and Li, at the most forward angular bin, the spread is small. As the angle of emission
increases the difference between the two also increases. Using Li as an example, the
spread from 6Li to 8Li is 0% for the most forward angles while for the 135 − 180◦
angle bin the spread is over 50%. This trend is reversed for the C isotopes with the
most forward angles having a large difference in energy while the most backwards
emissions are closer in energy.
Differences, such as those described above, between particle type and angle of
emission show that there is an angular dependence on the average kinetic energy of
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particles from an emitting source. Care needs to be taken when describing source
properties from only a portion of the spatial distribution. It is possible that these
differences are due to the presence of the external Coulomb field during de-excitation,
however this is not the case. Table XIII shows the average kinetic energy for each
of the theta bins described above for the DIT+SMM calculation where there is no
external Coulomb field present during the de-excitation process. In Table XIII the
calculation has been placed through the FAUST filter. By looking that the trends
present in Table XIII it is evident that there is an angular dependence of the average
kinetic energy on the angle of emission. As there is no external Coulomb field present,
it is clear that the external Coulomb field is not the cause of the change in the average
kinetic energy by angle of emission.
One must also be vigilant in ensuring that the detector array is not introducing
the changes in the average kinetic energy. Table XIV shows the average kinetic en-
ergy for the four theta bins for the DIT+SMM calculation with no external Coulomb
field and no filtering. When looking at Table XIV there are changes in the average
kinetic energy by element, isotope, and theta just as in the experimental data. It
can be concluded that the changes in the average kinetic energy by theta cannot be
attributed to the FAUST filter and an external Coulomb field. It is postulated that
this phenomena is attributed to the presence of angular momentum, which is perpen-
dicular to the z-axis, in the SMM theoretical calculation. The angular momentum
allows for an enhancement in the emission of isotopes in the forward/backward di-
rection. The angular momentum allows for a few MeV of kinetic energy to be added
to the fragments which translates into the observable which we see as changes in the
average kinetic energy based on the angle of emission [123].
Subsequently, Table XV shows a DIT+SMM calculation for the 32S + 112Sn at
45 MeV/nucleon reaction. In this calculation the break-up was allowed to occur at
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a time of 50 fm/c from the projectiles interaction with the target. By comparing
the trends present in Table XIII and Table XV it is evident that the presence of the
external Coulomb field produces changes in the average kinetic energy values than
those from no external Coulomb field. However, the differences between the external
Coulomb field and the no external Coulomb field calculations are not uniform between
the isotopes and elements. Regardless of the magnitude of the average kinetic energy,
there is an angular dependence on the average kinetic energy of particles from an
emitting source. It can be concluded that this trend is independent of the presence
of an external Coulomb field during the de-excitation process.
Directly comparing the experimental data (Table XII) to that of the DIT+SMM
calculation with an external Coulomb field during de-excitation (Table XV) it can
be seen that many of the same effects are present in the theoretical calculation as
in the experimental data described above. However, the DIT+SMM is not able to
reproduce the average kinetic energy values in many instances and the trends within
each element are not as strong as the experimental data.
Another method of looking at this trend is to look at the dependence of the
average kinetic energy on the source N/Z. Table XVI displays the average kinetic
energy of each isotope for three reconstructed sources, 30S, 32S, and 34S, for the system
32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon. When comparing for each isotope across the sources
masses, the general trend that emerges is that there is an increase in the average
kinetic energy as one increases the source mass. The largest increases occur within
the C isotopes. For the most neutron-rich isotopes present it is noted that the error
bars are large due to low statistics. There is a dependence of the average kinetic
energy on the source mass which is independent of the filter and the presence of the
external Coulomb field. Previous systems [60,61] use very neutron-rich systems which
skews the produced sources towards the neutron rich side. The systems studied in this
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TABLE XII.: Average kinetic energy for He, Li, and C isotopes for four different
theta bins.
theta bin 1 theta bin 2 theta bin 3 theta bin 4
isotope 0− 45◦ 45− 90◦ 90− 135◦ 135− 180◦
3He 17.54± 0.19 15.45± 0.13 14.39± 0.11 14.79± 0.21
4He 13.12± 0.04 11.16± 0.03 13.38± 0.03 17.09± 0.05
6He 17.59± 0.84 15.67± 0.44 21.21± 0.35 28.89± 0.48
6Li 21.18± 0.29 16.16± 0.22 18.95± 0.19 22.14± 0.32
7Li 22.09± 0.25 16.83± 0.19 20.71± 0.17 26.57± 0.24
8Li 21.24± 0.81 20.02± 0.48 25.31± 0.31 32.58± 0.50
11C 26.31± 0.57 15.17± 0.38 16.77± 0.49 15.95± 0.71
12C 21.20± 0.22 13.12± 0.17 14.09± 0.23 14.43± 0.31
13C 20.76± 0.31 13.23± 0.23 15.46± 0.30 17.29± 0.42
14C 21.32± 0.31 13.91± 0.43 19.91± 0.55 18.55± 0.80
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TABLE XIII.: The average kinetic energy for He, Li and C isotopes from recon-
structed quasi-projectiles from the DIT+SMM calculation where no external Coulomb
field is present during de-excitation.
theta bin 1 theta bin 2 theta bin 3 theta bin 4
isotope 0− 45◦ 45− 90◦ 90− 135◦ 135− 180◦
3He 13.65± 0.43 14.12± 0.28 13.12± 0.25 12.63± 0.37
4He 12.84± 0.22 13.28± 0.14 13.18± 0.14 12.73± 0.18
6He 17.62± 3.25 19.16± 1.16 17.38± 2.20 13.13± 3.68
6Li 16.05± 0.65 17.03± 0.45 17.90± 0.45 17.14± 0.58
7Li 16.91± 0.73 16.44± 0.56 18.52± 0.53 18.48± 0.72
8Li 15.64± 2.04 20.94± 1.55 17.70± 1.38 25.46± 2.33
11C 17.20± 1.02 17.42± 0.59 20.50± 0.65 18.77± 0.83
12C 13.56± 0.46 15.30± 0.35 15.32± 0.34 14.35± 0.46
13C 17.94± 1.16 17.34± 0.77 18.86± 0.69 17.32± 0.82
14C 23.20± 1.16 18.55± 1.55 19.60± 1.84 17.93± 1.41
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TABLE XIV.: Average kinetic energy for He, Li, and C for four different theta bins
for the DIT+SMM calculation with no external Coulomb field and unfiltered.
theta bin 1 theta bin 2 theta bin 3 theta bin 4
isotope 0− 45◦ 45− 90◦ 90− 135◦ 135− 180◦
3He 13.32± 0.15 13.15± 0.10 13.65± 0.11 15.82± 0.20
4He 13.36± 0.09 12.88± 0.06 13.25± 0.07 14.36± 0.10
6He 15.80± 0.77 17.05± 0.57 16.81± 0.61 19.13± 0.95
6Li 17.40± 0.25 15.61± 0.17 15.92± 0.16 18.24± 0.31
7Li 17.44± 0.26 16.34± 0.18 16.29± 0.18 18.53± 0.30
8Li 16.65± 0.72 16.08± 0.53 17.61± 0.54 18.24± 0.94
11C 16.46± 0.39 15.63± 0.28 16.57± 0.32 16.56± 0.38
12C 13.33± 0.21 13.00± 0.16 12.73± 0.15 13.97± 0.22
13C 15.66± 0.40 15.52± 0.30 15.95± 0.34 15.23± 0.40
14C 18.65± 0.40 17.31± 0.81 17.31± 1.08 17.51± 0.98
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TABLE XV.: The average kinetic energy for He, Li and C isotopes from reconstructed
quasi-projectiles from the DIT+SMM calculation where the 112Sn target is present.
This calculation was done at a break-up time of 50 fm/c and is filtered using the
FAUST filter.
theta bin 1 theta bin 2 theta bin 3 theta bin 4
isotope 0− 45◦ 45− 90◦ 90− 135◦ 135− 180◦
3He 13.46± 0.25 13.57± 0.16 12.59± 0.14 11.67± 0.21
4He 11.76± 0.11 12.37± 0.07 12.76± 0.07 12.56± 0.10
6He 14.80± 1.12 16.21± 0.90 17.55± 1.03 20.30± 1.16
6Li 15.10± 0.41 16.55± 0.26 18.15± 0.25 15.73± 0.30
7Li 15.46± 0.44 17.16± 0.30 18.48± 0.27 18.10± 0.38
8Li 20.04± 1.39 22.98± 0.99 18.65± 0.77 20.35± 1.01
11C 17.05± 0.42 18.20± 0.28 19.11± 0.30 19.09± 0.46
12C 14.29± 0.21 15.83± 0.17 15.93± 0.18 14.84± 0.24
13C 15.06± 0.46 16.64± 0.36 17.88± 0.33 16.87± 0.45
14C 14.84± 0.46 21.59± 1.03 16.19± 0.93 16.37± 1.37
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work produce similar amounts of neutron-poor and neutron-rich sources. This could
change the results as the behaviors of neutron-poor systems are not well understood.
TABLE XVI.: Average kinetic energy for He, Li, and C isotopes by reconstructed
source mass.
isotope 30S 32S 34S
3He 14.55± 0.11 15.35± 0.15 15.83± 0.42
4He 12.43± 0.04 12.68± 0.03 13.44± 0.07
6He 21.85± 1.52 19.74± 0.58 20.68± 0.49
6Li 17.04± 0.24 18.30± 0.20 19.71± 0.45
7Li 18.60± 0.32 19.94± 0.20 21.87± 0.28
8Li 23.56± 1.25 22.76± 0.49 24.40± 0.47
11C 16.66± 0.40 19.99± 0.68 18.90± 2.00
12C 13.04± 0.19 14.82± 0.18 17.92± 0.61
13C 12.30± 0.36 14.80± 0.27 18.35± 0.55
14C 13.35± 1.27 13.33± 0.48 17.87± 0.63
Since the average kinetic energy is comprised of two components in the energy
spectra, the peak and the tail, it is of interest to extract out the parameters of these
to determine if there is a trend within one of the components that is a driving factor
for what is seen. In an attempt to quantify the differences between the kinetic energy
spectra a Maxwellian distribution for surface emission is used [124–126]. The slope
parameter from the Maxwellian distribution has most widely been used to calculate
the nuclear temperature. This method follows from the Maxwell-Boltzmann relation
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Y ield ∝ exp−Ekin/kT (7.1)
where E is the center-of-mass kinetic energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
the apparent temperature. Expanding this relation to include the Coulomb barrier
one arrives at the equation
Y ield ∝ (Ekin −B) exp(−(Ekin−B)/Tapp) (7.2)
where Ekin is the center-of-mass kinetic energy of the particles, B is the Coulomb
barrier, and Tapp is the apparent temperature. The parameters B and Tapp are de-
termined by fitting the data with formula 7.2. While this method is widely used to
extract out information about the source temperature, this work is only concerned
with the value as a means of comparison and no attempts will be made to make
statesments to correlate the value of the Tapp value presented in this dissertation and
the nuclear temperature.
Examples of the fit of the Maxwellian distribution in equation 7.1 to the experi-
mental kinetic energy spectrum of Li and C are given in Figure 48 and 49 respectively.
In both of these figures it is shown that the Maxwellian distribution gives a reason-
able fit to the experimental data. From these fits the parameters B and Tapp are
extracted. Table XVII gives the parameters for the three targets, 112,124Sn and natAu
for comparison.
The Coulomb barrier parameter, B, within a given element and target, one can
see the changes between the isotopes are small. This is indicative of the fragments
being formed in similar environments. The largest changes come within the Tapp
parameter. For both the helium and lithium isotopes for all three targets, there is a
stark increase in the temperature as one increases the mass. For carbon, the trend
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FIG. 48.: The kinetic energy spectrum for 7Li in black. The Maxwellian fit as de-
scribed in Equation 7.2 is presented in blue.
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FIG. 49.: The kinetic energy spectrum for 12C in black. The Maxwellian fit as
described in Equation 7.2 is presented in blue.
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shows a small decrease to a flat behavior as one increases mass. Looking at each
isotope and comparing between targets, the 112Sn target has a slightly higher Tapp
than the 124Sn target. This is easily explained from the source excitation energy
distribution shown in Figure 50. When comparing the 124Sn target to the 112Sn
target in Figure 50, the 112Sn target has a slightly shifted energy spectrum that is
consistently lower in excitation energy.
Because the excitation energy is lower it is expected that the source temperature
would be lower as well. However, it is interesting to note that the natAu target has
a remarkably similar excitation energy spectrum as the 112Sn target but consistently
has a higher Tapp. The explanation given to justify the difference in temperature
between the 112Sn and the 124Sn targets by the differences in the excitation energy
spectra does not hold for the natAu case. If this justification could be used more
broadly, then the natAu target should produce similar Tapp values to the
112Sn target
therefore the size of the target is an important factor in the excitation energy spectra.
In conclusion, the average kinetic energy extracted from a given system is depen-
dent on the angle at which the particles were emitted. This observation is inherent in
the break-up of the source regardless of the external Coulomb field and is postulated
to be a direct result of the angular momentum. The average kinetic energy is also de-
pendent on the N/Z of the emitting source. It is important to keep this in mind when
comparing across systems to determine systematic trends as heavier systems tend to
be neutron-rich and produce neutron-rich sources. Smaller systems near the N = Z
line have the ability to produce a greater proportion of proton-rich sources which
could behave differently than their neutron-rich counterparts. The parameters of the
Maxwell Boltzmann distribution show a large deviation within the slope parameter
between the isotopes within a given element. The extracted apparent temperature
values cannot be wholly explained by the excitation energy spectrum. The natAu
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FIG. 50.: The excitation energy spectrum for the three systems 32S + 112,124Sn, natAu
in black, red, and blue respectively. Each spectrum was normalized to the total
number of quasi-projectiles produced.
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and 112Sn target produce similar excitation energy spectra, but the Tapp are different
between these two targets. A possible explanation to this is that neutron-rich sources
tend to produce higher excitation particles and the natAu target does produce more
neutron-rich sources than either of the two Sn targets.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
The study of multifragmentation reactions, and subsequently the understanding of
type II supernova explosions, has benefited from the diversity of experiments done in
the intermediate energy domain. Theoretical studies have shown the multifragmen-
tation reactions are an excellent platform for mimicking the environment of type II
supernova explosions [41]. Type II supernova explosions are described by having a
huge energy release of tens of MeV/nucleon. The excited system exhibits equilibrium
behavior and can undergo statistical decay [39,40]. It is hopeful that by studying the
fragmentation of hot, dense nuclei in terrestrial experiments, the equation-of-state for
supernova can be better constrained than current models [47,62,63,65–68].
The work performed for this dissertation has tried to extend the boundaries of
knowledge of how the source isospin affects the fragmentation pattern as well as the
influence of an external Coulomb field on the fragmentation. This is analogous to the
environment in supernova where there are many differing mass sources fragmenting
and producing the observable signatures as well as having these sources being influ-
enced by an external Coulomb field in their hot, dense environments. One projectile,
32S, was reacted with three targets (112,124Sn, natAu) at 45 MeV/nucleon. The FAUST
detector was essential for these reactions as it allows for a preferential selection on
projectile fragmentation reactions. By having excellent isotopic resolution it allows
for nearly complete (Z,A) reconstruction. Particles not detected included free neu-
trons which limit the reconstruction to only being able to obtain an observed mass of
the quasi-projectile, which excludes any neutron evaporation. By selecting a N = Z
projectile, the evaporation of neutrons is minimal as it lies on the N = Z line within
the valley of stability. The reconstruction technique used along with the FAUST de-
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tector provided fragments with negligible contamination of fragments produced from
the target or other sources.
The source isospin has an effect on many observables. There is a clear transition
in the charge distribution of emitted particles. A strong odd-even effect is present
for neutron-poor sources that transitions to a more exponential or power law like dis-
tribution for neutron-rich sources. This observation is independent of the confidence
with which the masses of the fragments are known. A study of the parallel velocity
shows that there is an anisotropy about the center of the source which is a function
of the external Coulomb field. Lastly it was found the slope of a particle’s kinetic
energy spectrum is a large contributor to the particles average kinetic energy.
While the previous paragraph summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis,
further, more discriminating observations were made. Some basic observables were
investigated using the hybrid DIT+SMM model. This model has done reasonably
well at describing the average behavior of a fragmenting system [100, 101]. When
reconstructing the source to where the sum of the charge collected is that of the beam,
the DIT+SMM is able to reproduce the neutron-poor side of the N/Z distribution
better than the neutron-rich side. This is most likely due to our lack of understanding
of proton (neutron) transport and binding of nucleons within an interacting and
fragmenting system.
By taking isotopically identified quasi-projectiles from the experimental data,
there is a dependence of the fragmentation pattern on mass, charge, and source ex-
citation energy. DIT+SMM grossly predicts the behaviors seen which suggests that
the decay is highly statistical in nature. However, the results show that within the
DIT+SMM framework the partitioning of the neutrons is not fully accounted for
within neutron-rich systems. Differences in the fragment mass distributions between
the neutron-poor 30S source and the neutron-rich 34S source indicate that the neu-
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tron content of the hot primary fragments is potentially dependent on the symmetry
energy but not the de-excitation itself. This can be inferred from looking at the mass
distribution of heavier fragments such as nitrogen and oxygen as they show a greater
sensitivity to the value of γ than their lighter counterparts. It is also clear that
severely restricting the confidence in the isotopic identification to a 95% confidence
over a broad definition shows little to no difference in the results. It was also found
that the yield ratio of Y3H/Y3He as a function of source excitation energy changes as
one changes the source isospin. This indicates that the summation of all sources is
possibly only valid for charge yields.
By taking the fragments produced from isotopically identified quasi-projectiles,
there is a clear anisotropy present in the particle emission as observed in the parallel
velocities. The anisotropy can be described as particles being more likely emitted
towards or away from the target. The more massive the isotope the more likely it is
to be emitted towards the target. This appears to be a direct result of the Coulomb
field as described through the DIT+SMM framework. The strength of the Coulomb
interaction in the DIT+SMM framework is a function of the distance between the
target and projectile, however, it appears it is not a straightforward 1/r dependence.
More work will be needed to determine whether this can be a viable experimental
probe to the break-up distance of the projectile from the target.
By taking the average kinetic energy of isotopes from a system, it is shown
that the average kinetic energies are dependent on the angle at which the particles
are emitted. This is inherent in the break-up of the source regardless of the ex-
ternal Coulomb field. These values are also dependent on the N/Z of the emitting
source. This is an important observation when comparing across systems to deter-
mine systematic trends as heavier systems tend to be neutron-rich and produce more
neutron-rich sources. The behaviors may change as one moves to more neutron-poor
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sources. The shapes of the excitation energy spectra can be fit with a simple Maxwell
Boltzmann distribution. The parameters of this distribution show a large deviation
within the slope parameter between the isotopes within a given element. By looking
at this slope parameter, there is a target dependence which is not explained solely by
the source excitation spectrum. A possible explanation to this is that neutron-rich
sources tend to produce higher excitation particles and the natAu target does produce
more neutron-rich sources than either of the two Sn targets.
By extracting the average kinetic energy of each isotope from its kinetic energy
spectrum for the 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon system, there is a clear difference in
the average kinetic energy value as a function of angle of emission. This is explained
as a result of angular momentum dependencies rather than through a presence of an
external Coulomb filed as evidenced by DIT+SMM theoretical calculations.
In conclusion, it is important to study and understand both the neutron-poor and
neutron-rich sources produced in a nuclear reaction. From the results presented in this
dissertation, it is clear that behaviors start to change when moving from the neutron-
rich 34S to the neutron-poor 30S source. It would be useful in future studies to probe
more neutron-poor sources to begin to map out the effects on general observables as
one moves into the neutron-poor side of the valley of stability.
By being able to analyze isotopically identified sources, it is possible to begin
to correct deficiencies in the theoretical models for supernova explosions. By looking
at neutron-rich and neutron-poor hot nuclei, these studies can help correct current
supernova models which only take into account neutron-rich nuclei in a cold or slightly
excited state. Also, as multifragmentation reactions provide a look at the environment
of the fragments from a decaying nucleus, the usage of isolated nuclei in supernova
calculations can be changed as well. One of the biggest contributions, though, is
to use the isotopically identified sources to give a more accurate mass distribution
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of the produced fragments in return giving a more complete ensemble instead of
the “average” nucleus approach. These refinements in our theoretical understanding
of fragmenting nuclei can constrain calculations and increase our understanding of
supernova explosions. It is hopeful that the results presented here can pave way for
more studies which focus on isotopically-identified, neutron-poor sources to expand
our knowledge and create a more coherent picture with regards to the transitions
within the entire mass range of nuclei produced in nuclear reactions.
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APPENDIX A
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF THE FAUST ARRAY
Previous simulations of the FAUST array use the Monte Carlo technique to
randomize where a particle hits within the array. However, these previous models
assumed that each ring of FAUST was on a flat plane and only varied in the X and
Y direction, ignoring the curvature introduced by the fact that FAUST is a square
projected on a sphere. This is a reasonable assumption as measurements within the
detector will only be off by 0.01cm at its largest variation. It is possible to remove
the variation introduced by this assumption by representing each detector as vectors
in 3-D space. The procedure is as follows.
First, it is assumed that each detector is a perfect square defined by four corners,
1-4, arranged in a clockwise fashion. Each point is defined by coordinates xi, yi, and
zi. For each detector, the coordinates were obtained from the original mechanical
drawings. A function of a line between point 1 and point 2 is constructed.
f(x1) = x1 + (x2 − x1)t1 (A.1)
f(y1) = y1 + (y2 − y1)t1
f(z1) = z1 + (z2 − z1)t1
A second function is constructed between point 3 and point 4.
fx2 = x4 + (x3 − x4)t1 (A.2)
fy2 = y4 + (y3 − y4)t1
fz2 = z4 + (z3 − z4)t1
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In equations A.1 and A.2 t1 is a random number between 0 and 1. Using equation
A.1 as an example, if t1 is set to 0, than point 1 is returned. If t1 is set to 1, then
point 2 is returned. At values between 0 and 1, it represents the distance traveled
along the line vector constructed. The same value of t1 is used in both equation A.1
and A.2 to define the end points of a vector that is perpendicular to f1 and f2. This
vector is define with point 5 and pint 6 and vector g is constructed between these
points.
g(x) = x5 + (x6 − x5)t2 (A.3)
g(y) = y5 + (y6 − y5)t2
g(z) = z5 + (z6 − z5)t2
A new random number between 0 and 1 is generated for t2. When using t2 in
A.3, the resulting g(x), g(y), and g(z) gives a random point on the surface of a given
detector. This in turn gives a random θ and φ for the particle in question. In the
laboratory frame, θ and φ are found through the equations
tanφ =
x
y
(A.4)
and
cos θ =
z√
x2 + y2 + z2
. (A.5)
Figure 51 show the efficiency of this method in reproducing a representation in
phase space of the FAUST array. This figure shows a 3-D side view of the FAUST
array. In this view, it is easy to show the curvature that each ring has due to its
nature of being a square projected on a sphere.
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3D Hit Pattern
FIG. 51.: 3-D representation of the FAUST array.
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APPENDIX B
FRAGMENTATION WITH NO A CONSTRAINT
It is natural to question the effect of placing a 95% confidence cut on each isotope
within a selected event. In Chapter V a fragmentation analysis was done to show that
the source N/Z has an effect on many different fragmentation signatures. Below is
several of the graphics presented in Chapter V. When comparing it shows that the 95%
confidence cut provides little to no change to the observables. This lends credence
to the idea that regardless of the percentages between those isotopically identified
with a 95% confidence and those in generally isotopically identified (see Table IV)
do not provide a good representation between the observables and the percentage
being “cut out” due to the nature of the overlapping Gaussians in a non-uniform
environment. Only the experimental data has this isotopic confidence cut placed on
it as the identity of fragments from the theoretical calculation is absolutely known.
Figure 52 shows the mass distribution for sources for the 32S + 112Sn at 45
MeV/nucleon system. The yield per event of the neutron-rich sources is much lower
than for the systems with the A constraint.
One of the largest differences is seen Figure 56 within the N isotopes. When
no isotopic constraint is placed within the data, the 14N aligns itself more with the
calculation that it does with the 95% confidence cut.
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FIG. 52.: The mass distribution of sources for the 32S + 112Sn system for reconstructed
sources. No isotopic confidence cut is placed within the data.
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FIG. 53.: The charge distribution for 27S - 37S sources. The yield of each element
is normalized to the number of sources produced for each source mass. No isotopic
confidence cut is placed within the data.
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FIG. 54.: The average N/Z distribution for the sources 30,32,34S from the reaction 32S
+ 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon. No isotopic confidence cut is placed within the data.
Two DIT+SMM calculations are present: γ = 25 MeV and γ = 8 MeV.
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FIG. 55.: The mass distribution for Li - C isotopes for the reaction 32S + 112Sn at 45
MeV/nucleon. No isotopic confidence cut is placed within the data. Two DIT+SMM
calculations are present: γ = 25 MeV and γ = 8 MeV.
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FIG. 56.: The mass distribution for N - O isotopes for the reaction 32S + 112Sn
at 45 MeV/nucleon. No isotopic confidence cut is placed within the data. Three
DIT+SMM calculations are present: γ = 25 MeV, γ = 8 MeV, and γ = 14 MeV.
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APPENDIX C
GAUSSIAN FITS
Taking the fits assuming two gassians into consideration and looking at them
qualitatively, one can garner information about the relationship between the two
Gaussian components. In Figures 57 - 67, the experimental data plus the DIT+SMM
distance calculations are also given. The reader is cautioned to not compare the
Gaussian method to the ratio method described in Chapter VI. The ratio method is
governed by the assumption of things being emitted in a positive or negative direction,
i.e. centered around zero. The Gaussian method discussed here, the point where the
forward and backward Gaussian cross is not dependent on a given parallel velocity
value.
Beginning with Helium (Figures 57 - 58), the relative size and shape of the front
Gaussian and the back Gaussian among the calculations do not vary dramatically. For
the Lithium and Beryllium isotopes (Figures 59 - 62), as one increases the distance,
for example 20 fm - 40 fm, there is a growth in the backward component in relation
to the forward component. For Boron and Carbon isotopes (Figures 63 - 67), there
is an increase in the forward component as one increases the distance. However, the
comparison between the forward and backward components for Boron and Carbon
isotopes is not as dramatic as it is for the Lithium and Beryllium isotopes. For the
Boron and Carbon isotopes, once a large distance is reached (between 40 fm and 60
fm) the difference becomes slight or is not present.
These observations show that the anisotropic behavior is present and is a func-
tion of the distance between the target and projectile. The difference between the
forward and backward components as one increases the distance diminishes as one
146
increases mass approaching the largest fragment in an event. While the discrete dis-
tance calculations do show a difference, no single calculation can reproduce the entire
range present in the experimental data. Distances between 20 fm and 40 fm show
the greatest promise due to the experimental data usually lying between the trends
shown at these distances.
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FIG. 57.: Parallel velocity plot for 3He for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 58.: Parallel velocity plot for 4He for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 59.: Parallel velocity plot for 6Li for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 60.: Parallel velocity plot for 7Li for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 61.: Parallel velocity plot for 7Be for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 62.: Parallel velocity plot for 9Be for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 63.: Parallel velocity plot for 10B for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 64.: Parallel velocity plot for 11B for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 65.: Parallel velocity plot for 11C for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 66.: Parallel velocity plot for 12C for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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FIG. 67.: Parallel velocity plot for 13C for the system 32S + 112Sn at 45 MeV/nucleon.
From top to bottom are the experimental data, the DIT+SMM calculation at a fixed
starting distance of 20 fm, 40 fm, and 60 fm, and the bottom panel is for no external
Coulomb field (no target present for de-excitation).
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